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— The Farm and Home Paper of the Ken-Tenn Territory
Volume Eighteen

BOBBY SNOW IS
LION'S LEADER
Bobby Snow, one of Fulton's
most energetic civic workers was
elected president of the Lion's
Club at its luncheon meeting
last Friday. Mr. Snow has long
been active in every phase of
Lionism as well as any other
other project for the good of the
community. He is the son of
Mrs. Elizabeth Snow and manager of the Fulton Ice Company.
Other elected are: First Vicepresident, Vyron Mitchell; SecVice-president,
William
ond
Scott; Third Vice-president, Elbert Johns; Secretary, Bennett
Wheeler, Treasurer, Dr. R. V.
Putnam; Lion Tamer, Russell
Pitchford; Tail Twister, Howard
Edwards. Directors elected for
two years, Lawson Roper and
Maxwell McDade.
V. R. Owen, immediate past
president automatically because
a member of the board. Frank
Beadles and Charles Gregory are
board members elected two years
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Fulton, Kentucky, Friday, June 3, 1949

THRONGS IN CITY FOR SCOUT Cikwili
No Horse Talk!
Jane White
Is Tops

Daniel Boone and little black Sambo were there ... the covered
wagon, the first Ford (nearly) the donkey doing a serenade .
.
the Mohawks and the hunters, the dollies and the buggies did their
share. They all participated to make the Scout Circus of Thursdar
a beautiful and spectacular parade. Scouts by the hundreds had
registered long before the opening of the giant event held last night.
There's just no horse talk aIt was rummored that nearly 1500.
bout it .. . Jane White, daughter
Scouts had registered for partici- Murray,
of Mr. and Mrs. Bob White is one
Hickman, Clinton and
Winner
of
the
first
prize
of
pation in the ents.
of the finest horse show rides
Fulton for their fine assistance'
The critical space shortage and desperate need for necessary in the United States.
$50 in yesterday's Scout parade
The sun beat its rays down in the staging of
Through
this Circus.
improvements in the South Fulton School system revealed by the
was the Killebrew's Flower Shop mightily on the thousands of
"Without their help this eventFulton County News in an exclusive article published several her aunt, Mrs. Elizabeth Snow, float. The flower-strewn garden spectators who lined
the streets could never have achieved its
weeks ago was brought out into the open last Thursday night when the News learned on Thursday scene depicted a wedding, with
for blocks to hear the blare of the present scope in public
the South Fulton Booster Club entertained Obion County educa- that at the Dallas Horse Show
response
tors at a barbecue supper.
competing with horses of $25,000 Jack Thorpe as preacher; Billy bands and to see the colorful uni- and
public
interest"—Losis
Browning,
groom;
Patsy
Merryforms
of
scout,
scouters
arid
miliCharles Fields, the president $.
and $30,000 value, Jane came aman, bride; Cissy Murphy and tary groups. The bands out-did Weaks.
of the organization, presided and despite
the fact that the Brady way with one first prize, two sec- Nancy Wilson, bridesmaids, Bilthemselves in their playing and
"I take this opportunity, Airrepresentatives of the county Construction Co., is
now complet- ond prizes and a fourth and fifth ly Mott Jones, father and Glenn their marching ..
and the major- ther to thank all of our Scout
and Union City boards of educa- ing the
building of four addi- place recognition.
. they were there as they Leaders who have worked so
tion were guests of honor, along tional class rooms
Jane competed in the charip- Roberts, best man. The group in etts
there.
hard to produce a fine show. To
with Superintendent J. C. Madionship classes with more than the car included John Austin, always are.
Up until
press
time
on the Den Mothers, Cubmasters,
dox and Principal S. W. Douthitt
25 horses in the ring and was Belle Whitesell, Joann Smith,
You're Very
Thursday ,evening there. were no Scoutmasters
and
of Union City, Principal Mac
Assistants,
mounted on Carolina Moonbean Tommy Nall and Lidia Nabors.
Second place, award $35, went casualties among the hundreds of Senior Leaders, Commissioners,
Burrow of the South Fulton
and Meadow Pam.
Welcome
school, and County Judge AnThe Whites were royally en- to the,. V.F.W.; third, $15 was children who delighted in the and Cub Scouts, Boy Scouts, and
drew L. Burrus.
Dear Mr. and Mrs. Westpheling: tertained. in Dallas by the coun- won by the City Coal Company. - parade event, or among the Senior Scouts goes the credit for
In the children's contest first scouts who certainly were a the show."—Foad Fromm.
Reporting on the meeting the
The fourth and fifth grades try's most famous horse enthusMrs. Wiley Presents
Union City Daily
Messenger of Terry-Norman wish to ex- iasts. Rightly so . . . nothing's , place and $35 went to Mrs. A.H. credit to their trainers. One cas"We are using this means of
Williams and her "Wykin, Bly- ualty . . the devil . . . little
Students In Recital
brought out the facts as stated press their appreciation to you too good for thoroughbreds .
kin and Nod" float from Hum- Royce Coleman who portrayed expressing our friendship and
by
thc
News
in
for
their
earlier
your
assistance
in
our
trip
from
Fulton.
especially
those
Music lowers who attended the
boldt, Tenn. This float was a the keeper of the fires told his appreciation for what you have
to Dyersburg. The trip was
recital presented by the students story as follows:
prize-winner in the.recent Straw- ;story of drinking and its evils, done for the Boy Scout MoveThe school problem through- fully enjoyed by all the chilof Mrs. Steve Wiley heralded it
Mrs. Sundwick Presents berry festival there.
but prophetic or not ... he only ment. It is gratifying to work for
as one of the finest she has pre- out the county is expected to be- dren making the trip. The trip
Second place and $25 went to made it to the judge's stand be- such fine youngsters." — Elbert
sented in her years of teaching. come extremely acute next fall was a new experience to some Pupils In Recital Tonight Mrs. C. Sampson and her "swan" fore the heat of the sun or his Johns.
of the children as they had nevThe Woman's Club was filled v,,hen a record-breaking class of
Responsible for the tremendous
Mrs. David Sundwick will pre- float; third place and $20 went 1 "longdrawers" overtook him and
to near capacity to. hear these first graders will enter the coun- er ridden on a train.
undertaking with their various
We were very fortunate in sent her pupils of voice and vio- to Brenda and Katie Brown; he fell by the wayside.
talented pupils play their 're- tv schools.
committee
workers were: Louis
Stealing the show was
the
A survey at South Fulton has riding on the streamliner both lin in recital tonight at eight fourth, was a tie between Nancy
cital pieces."
o'clock at the Woman's Club aud- Latta and Mrs. Enoch Campbell, kiddie parade led by its king and Weaks, general chairman, Elbert
shown that 105 first graders will i.vays.
Johns,
Nelson
Tripp, Foad HornMarion Blackstone, Pat Drew- enter there next fall, compared
with each awarded $12.50; 6th queen. The children had planned
itorium.
Yours truly,
ra and Robert Burx•ow.
ry, Norma Owen, Gerald Bushart,
Mrs. Sundwick's pupils have place, $5, was won by the Black- for the big event for many days
to a class of 57 first graders The Fourth and Fifth Grades
Officers of the Dry Lake Dia."
Jacqueline Edwards. Kay Bow- last September and a class of 78
in advance of the day and their
contributed many beautiful num- stone-Owen-Johnson float.
en, Carolyn Roberts, Betty Greg- the year before.
Judging was done by Frank handiwork showed the fruits of trict of which Fulton is a mens-a
bers to the various programs in
ber are: Foad Homra, District
ory, Paula DeMyer, Mary Ann
the city and the recital is eager- McGary. Ballard County Supt. of their labors. Jayous in their
The South Fulton schools, as
Hill, Leah McMahon. Mollie Wil- an example, will face a severe
schools, Wickliffe; Mrs. R. G. march and jubilant in their stride Chairman; Billy Blackstone, Dior
ly anticipated.
trict Vice Chairman; Robert
ey, Gail Logan, Bettie Lou Davis,
task in accomodating the increasThe public is invited to attend. Nunn, Halls, Tenn., and W. Z. the kiddies waved and smiled to
Dianne Palmer, Ann Voegeli, ed enrollment there next year
Carter Supt. of schools, Murray, the admiring throngs along the Burrow, District Commissioner;
C. D. Edwards, Neighborhood
Beverly Cursey, Betty Bowen,
Ky.
side-lines.
SORRY RED GARRISON
Jean Hyland, Louise Hancock,
Harvey PewItt, Fulton and
Atttending the huge event was Commissioner,
Our apologies to Red Garrison,
Committes for the giant evessIt
Nancy Wilson, Betty Schwerdt, Major Hornbeak In
Hickman Counties representative
HEIFERS Roy Manchester, scout executive
candidate for Sheriff, for erron- BUYS REGISTERED
Ann Bowen, Anne Linton, Bell
to the General Assembly of
the Walnut for the Four Rivers Council and were:
Malray
of
J.
G.
name
under
the
eously
listing
his
Whitesell, Jerry Atkins and Shir- Honorary Reserve
Kentucky for the past two years
Ringmaster, Bertes Pigue; Narcandidates for Tax Assessor dur- Grove community has purchased regional executives from Cinciley Maxwell.
rator, Lou Wrather; Advertising,
Major Paul M. Hornbeak has is today formally announcing his ing the last two weeks. He's still from Cecil Burnette two regis- natti.
Commenting on the highly suc- Paul Westpheling; Publicity, Clifreceived notice that he has been candidacy for re-election to that running for Sheriff, folks; the tered Guernsey heifers of Langcessful event scout leaders said: ford Shields and Uel Killebrew;
retired from the Army effective post. As a freshman legislator line of type with his name on it water breeding.
"We are tremendously indebt- Program, Louis Wealts; Field Di30 April, 1949. He has been Mr. Pewitt has accomplished somehow got in the ,wrong place
Mr. Malray plans to use these
transfered from the Active Re- „more in the twin counties road a couple of weelis
and we heifers as a foundation en which ed to the business firms and in- rector, pill Browning and Sidbuilding program in two years
ney Ito*: rropeity and Conserve-to the Honorary Reserve.
failed to catch the error again. to build a registered Guernsey dividual men and women from
Union City, Mayfield, Paducah, structron, Urady Varden and
Hornbeak completed 20 years than any other representative last week.
herd.
within the past ten years. He has
JametiMeacham; SejaWig, Foad
To The Voters of Fulton County: of accredited service last Demade an enviable record in his
Homr and R. E. Sanford; ChairI am herewith formally an- cember. He is the first officer to
Mrs.
Fleming
Reveals
short
term
of
representing
the
man o all events, Louis Weaks;
Order of Parade For Boy Scout Circus
nouncing my candidacy for the qualify for retirement under
and
has
only
one
two
counties
Committee, Bob White
Terry-Norman Winners Parade
office of sheriff of Fulton Coun- this act from this section.
Color Guard, Escort, Horses, Etc.
interest
in
seeking
re-election
and
Maxwell McDade; Health
Major Hornbeas enlisted as a
ty, subject to the wishes of tte
and that is "to seek improve- Fulton High School Band
Mrs. Jessie Lee Fleming, prin- and Safety, Dr. Trinca and Hervoters in the Democratic- pri- private during World War 1 and
ments for the area he repre- Queens and Escorts
cipal of Terry-Norman School, shell Kimbell; First Aid, Mrs.
maries on August 6. ;In submitt- rose to the rank of 1st Lieuten
sents."
has announced the winners of Cavender and Ward Johnson;
Paducah Cub Scouts
ing my candidacy to you I do ant. His company was deactivatthe various scholastic awards Ambulances, Whitnel Funeral
Band
so with the view in mind that ed in May 1919, and he was disIn announcing Mr. Pewitt told Fulton Second
and honors for her pupils for Home and Hornbeak Funeral
man , of the voters have signified charged thereafter.
the News: "I am today formally Children's Meats
alajor Hornbeak stayed in ti.e announcing my candidacy for re- Jimmy Whitnel, Eddie Keiser, Mrs. Enoch Campbell, Charles Bow- the year. Presentations were Home; Lights, Robert Burrow and
a real wish to make important
made at a Honors Day program Milton Exum; Band and Music,
and needed changes in the pres- I active Reserve until 1935. He election to the post of representa- ers, A. H. Williams. Charles Sampson and Dorothy Richards.
at the close of school. Winners Yewell Harrison; Concessions,
ent administration of the sher- was a Captain at that time.
tive to the General Assembly Cab Scouts from Fulton and Clinton.
of the Shields. Stars and Bars Girl Scouts; Gate Chairmen,
Recalled to active duty, he re- from Fulton and Hickman Coun- Children's Floats-iff's office.
R. v..ere Carolyn Roberts, Mary El- Spud Edwards, Finis.Vancil, ILA_
ties. I seek this post for no other Noffle-Homra, Morris-Sevier, Brenda-Katie Brown, BlackstoneHaving lived in this county for
Bertes
Finance,
Owen-Johnson, M. Owen Wayne-Tommy Latta, and Johnny Allen. len Mischke, Mary Ann Hill, Armstrong;
reason than to complete and to Cub Scouts, Hickman and Union City, Tennessee.
many years, and farmed near
Paula DeMyer and Anna Jean Pigue; Ushering, Girl Scouts;
expand the road improvement
Cayce nearly all of my residence
Edwards. Beverly Hill and Mari- Chairman of Ticket Sales, Bertes
Children's Floats-program that has been started G. Bushart, Mrs. Freddie Gaddie, Gary Williamson, Patsy Fall, lyn Heisner received a shield and Pigue.
here, I fully realize the importduring my tenure of office."
ance of the office and the need
Mrs. C. Sampson, (Humboldt), Nancy Latta, Ella Doyle and South two bars and those receiving
for a good and sound financial
Fulton 4H Club.
shields were Dorothy Richards,
"The two counties have long
condition.
Gerald Bushart, Elizabeth Sisson
been in need of diligent work on All Girl Scouts
I served in the Army of the
Rivers
District
Mayfield
and
Two
Boy
Scouts
from
and
Michael Homra.
the road improvement program.
United States for two years and
Students who have not been
Floats,
Adults—
I have devoted my entire time to
and absent or tardy for the year are:
was honorably discharged in
seeking these improvements and Boy Scouts, C. of C. Fulton; C. of C. Paducah; Y. M. B. C.
Fox from Obion.
May 1919.
-43isarles Wade Andrews, Michael
if re-elected will certainly conThirty-nine boys and girls
(Paducah).
Homra, June Cooper, Anna Jean
My only campaign promise will
tinue my work. I am not seeking Tilghman High School Band
Edwards, Marilyn Heisner, Mary crossed the threshold into mabe to serve the people of the
the post to further my political Floats, Adults-Killebrew's, Lion's Club, C. of C. Union City; OK Laundry.
Anh Hill, Dorothy Richards, turity last Friday night at LAPcounty faithfully and well. I
ambitions but to serve the peoDistrict
Scouts
From
Dry
Lake
Boy
Shelby
Davis, Betty Gregory High School Auditorium wan
will appreciate your vote and inple of the two counties as they
.
Floats,
Adults
-Dallas,
Mary
Jo Bowers, Dale W. W. Evans, president of3be
.
fluence.
deserve to be served."
I l'ulton Pure Milk, City Coal Co., Fulton Fire Department, Boy Breeden, Nancy Wood, Charles school board handed them -.diI. W. (Irby) HAMMOND
Sincerely,
;Scouts 11, and Frank Board of Obion.
Hutchens, Carolyn Roberts, Sid- plomas marking their successful
of
HARVEY PEWITT
completion of twelve veers
Martin High School Band
ney Jones, Phyliss Edwards.
study and yet signifying that
Boy Scouts, Happy Valley and Reelfoot.
they were now young men and
Floats, Adults-Rural Letter Carriers
Two Local Girls Are
women.
Brovvders Mill, Dr. Wells, Jones and Grooms, Pepsi Cola and V.F.W.
Those receiving their diplomas
To Hold District Meet
American Legion and Cootie
Graduates At Stephens were:
Elizabeth, 1-iloyd Bennett,
LetThe
First
District
Rural
To The Citizens of
Commencement exercises for Joann Bradley, Barbara Rose
and
Carriers'
Association
ter
Fulton County:
the 116th graduating class
of Colley, June Coplen. Mary CathMAJOR PAUL HORNBEAK
Ladies Auxiliary to the RLCA
nearly 1,000 at Stephens College erine Conway,
Patricia Ann
I, Earl Tibbs, am not running
will hold its annual convention
for women took place on Tues- Crane. Bobbie Jean Ferguson.
on any platform other than to ported to Camp Lee, Virginia 21
in Mayfield on June 4, it was
day, May 31 with tvvo students Dorothy Jean Holland, Bar'aara
perform the duties of jailer to the Mav, 1942. Eight weeks later he
announced today.
from Fulton as candidates for an Ann Homra, Shirley Hoes'on,
best of my ability and know-- sailed from New York for over
carrier
Robert
J.
Lamb,
letter
Associate in Arts degree.
Eula Jo Hr.11. Shirley Jean Maxledge. I was raised in Fulton, seas duty.
on Route 2, Fulton, will appear
They are: Miss Bobbye Ann well, Betty Lou Owen, Ncrma
Ky., and ran against W. T.
Ile landed in England 17th on the program conducting a
Grisham,
daughter
of
Mr.
and
Marie Phillies, Mable Sue F•rtle,
Shanklin four years ago and was August and was assigned
to
memorial service. A full and in- No other story in recent months memberships bought during the Mrs. F. C. Grisham of 501 3o;,:d- Ima Joyce Rhodes, Carolyn Rice,
beaten by a small majority.
Quartermaster Section, Header street, and Miss Elizabeth Anti Rudd,
Martha Marie Sr-,son,
I wish.to solicit your vote and quarters Service of Supply and r.:;rinative program is planned has afforded the News staff as campaign.
Charlotte
influence in my race for jailer of v,-as one of a hrge group from ‘nith a banquet to be served at meeli pleasure as does the one
Mrs. Ward Bushart has been Eoper, daughter•of Mr. and alrz. Norma Jane Willey.
Fulton County and whatever the British Isles who were as- the Hall Hotel Coral Room in tc;day announcing that a Com- aoncintecl general chairman of William L. Roper of 305 Wset Ann Wiseman, Patsy Ruth Work•'"""
man.
you do will certainly be apprec- sembled to set up the Mediter- the evening, to close the meeting. murity Concert Assoziation has the campaign and will be assisted street.
---------iated.
been organized to bring national- by Bobby Snow, third vice-presiranean Base Section at Oran N.
William LeRoy Brown, Whayne
Cordially,
ly famous artists here through dent of the organization. Mrs. Harry Waterfield
7 .ct.ss Announces
Africa. He stayed in Africa for
Elbert Byassee, Jr., Burns Davis,
EARL TIBBS 22 months.
an arrangement with Communi- Hendon Wright has been apGeorge Edd Easley, Aubrey Eumne-Saving Line
To
Seek
Old
Post
subsidiary
Service
a
ty Concert
pointed headquarters secretary.
gene Glaszo, James Collins HanHe went to Dijon, France
the
Much
of
Artists.
Dr. Putnam Throws Hat with the first eschelon of his or- An improved and faster of Columbia
Harry Lee Waterfield, Hick- cock, Jr., Jim Seay Hodges, EddOther officers elected are: E.E.
bringing about the organization, the 59th QM Base freight service went into effect credit for
Williamson, first vice-president; man County publisher and farm- ie Reid Holt, John Lee Hyland,
In Ring For Mayor's Job Depot.
David
to
Mrs.
goes
ganization
and later moved into Wednesday, June 1, when the
Ward Bushart, Second vice- er, filed his papers this week for James Joseph R. James, James
who worked untiringly Mrs.
Dr. R. V. Putnam, popular lo- Mannheim Germany and set up American Railway Express Com- Sundwick
president; Mr. Snow, third vice- Representative of Fulton and Howard Linton, Samuel Leon
forming
citizens
in
interest
to
cal optometrist has filed his in- the first QM Depot east of the pany, through its agent O. M.
president; Mrs. J. E. Fall Jr., Hickman Counties, subject to the Mann, Arnold Adrian Mann,
tention to seek the office of Rhine. After the close of hostili- Johnson, announced that the the group.
secretary and Smith Atkins primary election this Nming Walter Edward Mischke, Jr.,
At a meeting of interested cit- treasurer.
August.
Shelby Glenn Roberts, Ronald
mayor of Fulton, it was revealed ties, Major Hornbeak was trans- company would handle "less
Mr. Waterfield, who was de- Kenneth Tyner, and William
last Saturday afternoon. A well- ferred to
Headquarters First than car lot" freight shipments izens held at the Fulton Bank on
Board
of
Diwas
of
the
Members
feated for Governor in the 1947 Samons Wilson.
known civic leader and sports- Field
Command, American for the Illinois Central Railroad. Wednesday, Mrs. Sundwick
The honor graduates were
men. Dr. Putnam been associat- Graves Registration and later to
The new service will save from elected president of the organi- rectors are: Mrs. Gus Bard, Mrs. Democratic Primary, representWestpheling,
Mrs.
Eldridge
its
board
Paul
ed Fulton and Hickman Counties Joseph Ft. James, valedictorian.
ed for several years with the Headquarters 17th Major Port 24 to 36 hours time in freight zation. The group, with
Haws,
BobmemberGrymes,
Mrs.
M.
W.
stage
a
directors
will
in the State Legislature for five Barbara Rose Colley, salutatorigrowth and development of the Command in Bremerhaven, Ger- shipments arriving in Fulton and of
an, Shirley Jean Maxwell, Elizacity and with the progress of many where he served until he destined for the Fulgham-Wick- ship campaign on October 10 to by Snow, Mrs. L. A. Clifton, Vy- sessions, 1949 through 1947.
A formal statement dealidg beth Boyd Bennett, Otha Linton.
its civic and cultural organza- was returned to the States for liffe route and for Paducah add assure the organization of at ron Mitchell, Russell Pitchford,
least three famous artists in a Rev. James Heisner, Mrs. Clar- with his race for Representative William Samons Wilson, Edward
tions.
seperation from the Service. He intermediate points.
Heretofore such freight ,ship- Fall and possibly Winter and ence Maddox, Mrs. Steve Wiley this year will be made in this Reid Holt, Joanh Bradley, WaltUp to press time on Thursday returned from overseas 19th Ocand
no other candidate had filed for tober 1946 and reverted to civil- ments were handled by local Spring concert. Admission to the Mrs. J. C. Hancock, Mrs. Clyde paper at a later date, Mr. Water- er Edward Mischke, Jr..
field said.
James Collins Hancock, Jr.
concerts will be made only by Fields, and Charles Fields.
freight trains.
the office.
ian status 1st January 1947.

South Fulton Citizens
Talk School Problem

Nursery Rhyme
And Killebrew's
Win Float Prizes

HARVEY PEWITT
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IRBY HAMMOND IN
SHE2Iff'S RACE

STUDENTS FINISH
AT FULTON HIGH

EARL TIBBS SEEKS ,
POST OF JAILER

Concert Group Is Formed:
Membership Drive, Oct. 10
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R. Paul and Johanna
PUBLISHERS

by McFcatters I

rSTRICTLY Bl,i1NESS

EDITORS and

Y
P-UBLISHED EVERY FRIDA
and Political Cards
Notices
s
Busines
,
DBITUARIES, Card of Thanks
by advertising department.
4attrged at the rates specified - "kr— miles of Fulton $2.00 a year. ElseSubscription rates radius of 20
where $2.50 a year.
at
June 28, 1933 at the post office
Entered as second class matter
3, 1879.
March
of
act
the
under
ky,
Fulton, Kentuc
keeps the heart young
There is . . . nothing that
enthusiasm to some
sympathy, like giving oneself with
—Anonymous.
worfhy thing or cause.

A stooped old man and a
young man
Chanced to meet one day;
The young man said to the eldei
In his usual braggart way;
-Why don't you walk up
straight like me?
That's no way to grow old;
It's all a form of habit;
At least, that what I'm told."
The old man gave him a
knowing look,
"My dear young friend
And
Have you ever examined your
wheat field,
And noticed the heads that bend'
If not, just look them over
As the harvest-time draws nigh
You'll find the heads that are
empty
Are standing tall and high.

Printing, Glass Houses, Etc.
juvenile ill-temper was disAn amazing display of
competitor in their issue of last
played by our esteemed
ned that the Boy Scout CataFriday, wherein they complai
published by our shop, was
logue, contracted for and
"printed in Martin," period.
deliberate falsehood.
This, generally speaking, is a
a "printing" process conMost of the time involved in
while
type and coMposing pages,
cerns itself with setting
speed, modern presses is of
actual presswork on high
In the case of the Scout book,
much slighter consideration.
weeks for us to complete the
it required better than three
the balance of the presscomposition (and print 7 pages);
by a press adapted
days,
2
work was done in Martin, in
to the job.
such a bone about where
Be that as it may, why make
recall that other Fulton
to
seem
We
presswork is done?
Paris and Union City. People
presswork is being done in
Leader, must not throw
who live in glass houses, Mr. Daily
stones.

Promotion Does It
ng pool to swim ... not
Not all people go to a swimmi
watch the players .
to
game
football
all people go to a
horse show because they know
not all people attend a
a new car because it will run
horses ... not all people buy
trick is in the something
the
.
.
.
better than the old one
companionship just "being
"extra" which appeals; be it
have you.
there," razzle-dazzle, or what
successful, money-making
By the same token, a lot of
-making audiences by
profit
drawl)
baseball clubs have
for spice . . . and the
then
and
now
extra
little
adding a
crowds turn out.
is looking good,
Attendance thus far out at the ball park
during the
matter
little
a
of
n
additio
we are told ,by the
many coming. We hope
keep
to
serves
that
inning
seventh
'brand of baseball
that, in the,faike of only an average
anci'lhe season
coming
keep
will
playing, that the -crowds
success.
l
financia
a
be
will
giveaways and
Donkey Ball, trick exhibitions, auto
there are
when
but
,
baseball
other crowd-getters aren't
with
filled
be
well
as
might
they
fill,
to
lots of empty seats
certainly don't bring in
seats
Empty
other.
or
means
siame
dollars at the gate.
Association for
We commend the Fulton Baseball
of the attendbehalf
on
ng
promoti
little
a
do
starting to
League, have found
ance. Other clubs, even in the Kitty
that it pays off,

Weekly Market Wields Power
the key
Strictly weekly newspaper markets, outside
nation's
the
all
than
more
d
counties of the US, comman
an of
chairm
Wiley,
E.
John
,
business
import
export and
reRoss,
and
the board of the agency, Fuller and Smith
es'
associat
s
Weeklie
Greater
minded publishers at the
month.
last
York
New
in
nce
spring confere
With that much power, Wiley continued, rural pubbusiness
lishers should watch with interest the current
trjed in
be
to
sure
is
ing
trend because increased advertis
.
declines
sales'
stop
to
an effort
In the past, he pointed out, rural communities have
innot had the money to respond to advertising which is
e
everyon
now
"but
demand
and
tended to create desire
ties."
communi
is
in
these
money
that
knows
manuWe have already noted an increasing volume of
do rural
facturers' advertising here, directed to the well-tothese days
market hereabouts. The farmers in the country
are going to be carefully wooed for sales of the newest of
the modern conveniences as the city dwellers are, which
will bring rural papers, serving such areas, into rightful
focus as first-class advertising media.

Country Club Club-House
We have observed a considerable amount of enthusiasm
lately, when conversation gets around to the possibility
of a new clubhouse for the Fulton Country Club. We believe that every patron of the facilities out there wants it,
and we also hear of a lot of people who do not now venture onto the golf course or tennis courts, who would like
to come out anyhow if such a building were erected. We
have even talked to one person who would like to operate
the kitchen in the proposed new clubhouse.
out
We understand that a get-together is scheduled
opporthe
that
hope
we
and
there in the next few days,
tunity will be seized upon to progress from the talking

"The bank has ample facilities for the storage of
money, Miss Burble!"

But the heads that count in
the harvest
Are filled and bending low,
Awaiting the reaper's sickle,
Their time is short, they know."
And as the young man passed
on by,
He slowly bowed his head;
No doubt he pondered many a
day
On the things that old man said.
—Anonymous.
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and Luncheon Specials.
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RUSHTON'S (AFE
Notice to Members of

MOOSE LODGE NO. 1265
Fulton, Kentucky
MEETING NIGHTS ARE CHANGED TO
MONDAY NIGHT,7:30 P. M.
LAKE STREET

MOOSE HALL
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stage to the "doing" stage
If the ball is started rolling in the next few weeks, we
could have a comfortable club house open by late fall—
all ready for a round of winter enjoyment.
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Rayon Nymph
We Handle
Only

TAYLOR'S

Dependable,
Good Quality
N CHURCH ST.
9
PHONE 183
1°
FULT0

servation on national, or even international, basis.
' And it was with this thought in
mind that two recent news releases which passed over our
desk left a deep impression. The
first one was headed, "Mexico
Making Progress in Conservation.'' That is extremely good, for
too many years wildlife in the
country south of the border was
taken for granted and little done
to protect it.

L

Real Pit Barbecue
Steaks
Fried Chicken
Country Ham
Fresh Gulf Shrinap
Catfish

THE DERBY CAFE
Hugh Fly, Owner

The other release went in the
its
opposition direction and
head read, "Expanding CivilizaThreatens
Wildlife,"
Alaska's
tion
The sudden influx of population, the tremendous improvements in transportation facilities
and the presence of thousands of
troops, who have much leisure
time and good hunting equipment, have all had a serious effect on Alaska's wildlife.
1
Mr. and Mrs. James Cullum
It is predicted that white sheep ! and little son, Kenny, were weekand barren ground caribou may end guests of Mrs. Pearl Weaver.
soon be extinct in Alaska. The
Alaskan moose also is waging a 1•111=11==•11•••••••1
losing battle against civilization.
What's the solution? Officials in
the know say that a larger wildis
life law enforcement staff
REAL. ESTATE and
needed in Alaska and that additional research and expanded
AUCTIONEER
PUBLIC
predatory animal control is a
must.
Office Over City National Bank
Possibly most of us never will
Phone 61
get to Alaska hunting, but it
still should be a must on our FARM AND CITY PROPERTY
conservation programs to back
LIST OR BUY WITH US!
whatever moves are essential in
keeping Alaska's wildlife for fu

HELP WANTED
MACHINE OPERATORS
Experienced or Inexperienced
Apply At The Office Of

HENRY I. SIEGEL CO., INC.

Fourth Street

ture generations to enjoy.
The Mexican situation is good
news. We realize that conservation still has a long ways to
go before it reaches a place of
great value in Mexico, but recent visitors to the country report that more and more conservation-minded people are taking
the "bull by the horns" and demanding that measures be invoked to protect the wildlife.
Saving the wildlife in one place
partially will offset losing it in ,
another yet the ultimate goal is
to protect it everywhere. So all
of us in the United States had
better 'roll up our sleeveg and
go to work—not only in solving
the conservation problems
at
home but also by helping the
guy in the next state or next
country get on a sound conservation basis.

Fulton, Ky.

Junction West State Line and Union City Hi-way

CURB SERVICE

The new "Nymph" bathing suit
of Avisco tricot knit rayon makes
its debut this summer. Its ruffled
halter top bodice shows off your
sun tan, while side and center
gathers form all-around drapery to
flatter your figure. This rayon tricot suit will take plenty of roughand-tumble wcar in surf and sand.
for new construction methods make
the fa,:iric run-proof, and cut down
on stretch:ag.

PARKING SPACE

PLAN YOUR PARTIES FOR THE DERBY ROOM
PHONE 9156 FOR RESERVATIONS

place of

CHAS. W. BURROW

Wherever You Go
Travel Refreshed

WE HAVE PLENTY OF

BEAUTY
a"d

TRANQUILITY
Every man who looks ahead, can
lighten the burden of his loved ones
by selecting a family plot at Greenlea now.
A new section has just been opened,
offering individual and farnily plots
at moderate cost.
Let us show you these new locations
now; no obligation whatever.
. FULTON'S BEAUTIFUL
SANCTUARY
The price of the lot includes Perpetual
Care. The first cost is the only cost.
Convenient Terms Can Be Arranged.

YOUR WINTER GARMENTS
Store All Of Them Now With

0 K LAUNDRY

ae GREENLEA CEMETERY
TELEPHONE 806.W * L. A. CLIFTON * 309 CENTRAL AVE.

out oorsmen

•

Here they will have a Sanitone Beauty Treatment before
storing—and freshly pressed next fall vhen you are ready
to wear them.

W. A. STEWART
Sexton
Telephone 1001"-W

Phone 130

y JIM MITCHELL
Most of us where conservation programs are involved fail
to look at the other fellows problems and content ourselves with
trying to solve the "close-tohome" affairs that affect our
daily outdoor hobbies. Still, for
the best results, all of us would
be better off if we looked at con-

Political Announcements
The News is authorized to announce the candidacy of the following, subject to the action of
the Democratic Primary to be
held on Saturday, August 6, 1949:

0
P/04,
Ark for it either way ...both
eraa'e-nrarks mean the Jame thing.

For County Judge
Homer Roberts
Dee L. McNeill

IIOTTLID LINOS AWNOINTY OF THE COCA-COLA COMPANY IllY

FULTON COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.
•Int The CoN-Caks Comm."

For Sheriff
Leland Jewell
Myatt 'Mike" Johnson
Roy Nethery
Red Garrison

SUMMER LUBRICATION
Winter's over. Most cars need a change to thicker grease in
transmission and rear axle. Our Summer-time lubrication by
factory-specified chart stops wear, save repair bills,

For Magistrate
District No. 2
Clyde uorum
H. R. Sublett, Sr.

WON'T YOU DRIVE IN, TODAY?

Phone 9193 for Pickup and Delivery Service.
We handle GOOD GULF PRODUCTS
Your Patronage is Always Appreciated

For County Attorney

James H. Amberg
For Jailer
Harry Poynor
Frank Mooney

POLSGROVE
Mayfield Hi-Way

For County Court Clerk
Rob.(Hammer) Johnston
Mrs. Kathryn R. Kelly
Hazel Bradley
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WORK STARTS ON
NEW LINE; TO BE
FINISHED BY 1950
Hundreds of skilled pipe liners—
specialists in a rugged business
—have started work on Texas
Gas Transmission Corporation's
new 26-inch pipe line that passes
through this section.
They are men involved in a
race against time. For the 800mile steel tube they are building
from Texas to Ohio must be in
the ground and delivering natural gas by the end of the year.
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Work te proceed in 8 sections
Tado such a job,Texas Gas has
employed six contractors whose
men will work simultaneously
on eight sections of the line.
You may have seen the preparations going on for weeks, as
construction crews waited for
the winter's snow and ice to pass,
and for the ground along the
pipe line route to harden. Hun-
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Construction work has begun on the new Texas Gas pipe line being built nsar
kers. A wrapplig sad coating esackww (above) prows/ the pipefro* corrosion.

dreds of miles of heavy 26-inch
steel pipe have arrived with
timetable regularity, and have
been stored carefully along the
right-of-way.

For Tax Assessor
Elmer Murchison
Harry L. White

SERVICE STATION
Phone 9193

TEXAS GAS BUILDS 800-111ILE
GAS PIPE LINE THROUGH COUNTY

7:
440.7)‘

Surveys completed
Surveys of the entire distance
have been completed, first from
the air, and then more painstakingly from the ground so that
every foot of the route is known
to Texas Gas engineers. Using
these surveys, Texas Gas men
purchase rights to the land
through which the pipe will pass.
Today pipe liners are busy
digging an 800-mile trench with
ditching machines, building six
compressor stations that will
pump gas through the line,
wrapping the pipe in insulat;ng

enamel and glass fiber, and
doing hundreds of other jobs
that must be completed by the
end of 1949.
Ultimately,this hidden,underground highway—the only kind
of facility that can transport
natural gas—will be able to
move 400,000,000 cubic feet of
gas a day.
New neighbor settles here
As a new neighbor, we expect
curiosity about who we are and
what we are doing.
One of the best ways to get
acquainted is through the pages
of your newspaper. As work
progresses on the pipe line, Texas
Gas will report in this manner
on its operations as they relate
to your community.

Attoched information from our company newspaper, PIPELINIE PROGRESS,is printed to give you news about our now
pipe line through your area and to inform you of octivities
of our natural gas hvosmission syesees. You may receiv,
regeior copies of PIPELINE PROGRESS by writing to: /

wis TRANSMISSION
CORPORATION
P. O. BOX 577, OWENSBORO, KY.
," :
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Cissy Murphy, Glenn Rober
r party Monday night at Day at Mayfield Tuesday and
,
dinne
Mann
n
Adria
,
Latta
Miss Ann
home of Mrs. Morris Miles while there visited her uncle I
Miss Nancy Wilson, Charles the
;
,City.
,
Union
in
erie
and aunt, Mr. and Mrs. Glen TayPigue
Ling
en
Carm
mer
Miss
,
Sum
Thompson
Of Smart New
ey
Harold,Riddle of New York lor.
Shirl
Miss
st,
Forre
Neal
Jerry
who has been attending
Houston, Jimmy Hancock, Miss City,
Playhouse
Neighborhood
Marian Dawes, Billy Pennington the
of Theatre will spend tie
Jackson, Tenn., Misses Sue School
of
ases
er with his parents, Mr.
e
Easley, B'elle Whitesell, Louis summ
With Savings To You, In Iilany.C
and and Mrs. F. H. Riddle.
Hancock, Jessie Hardin
Mrs J.. W. Jennings of ArlingAmelia Parrish.
ton, K:y., was the weekend guests
of Mrs. J. S. Miles.
MRS. SUGGS
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Koelling
HOSTESS TO
and little daughter have arrived
; BRIDGE CLUB
Chicago for a visit with
Mrs. J. C. Suggs eritertained from
ts, Mr. and Mrs. Clyde
paren
her
afday
Tues
the
the members of
ams.
Willi
home
her
at
ternoon bridge club
Mrs. P. A. Denson and chilon Carr street.
has returned to their visit
dren
ers
memb
ar
regul
of
s
Two table
of
i
ntan
after
enjo,yed ttje
'tract Mrs‘' Abe' JolItSy Tereived
Eyelet trimildij,te only.
high' seore prize. Light rtfreshments were served tb Mesdames
Regular $2 vahies!
Jolly, Clanton Meacham, L. O.
Bradford, Ernest Fall, T. M.
For yourself,
Franklin, Gus Bard and Herbert
for your family,
Carr.
,
Lace trim; tea rose
for your friends
MRS. BUREN ROGERS
. . . a picture
white or blue.
MEDALIST TUESDAY
says more than
Regular $2 values!
AT COUNTRY CLUB
a thousand
Tuesday was ladies day at the
words!
Country Club. A lovely luncheon
was serVed on the lawn at noon
to 30 ladies.
2.13 A
lace trim; tea rose,
tifz.. !Make an
a
luncheon
$27.00 Down—$
Following the
y.
Toda
point
..4213t
lilac, green.
Burtournament %vas held. Airs.
f.
Regular $2 values.
en Rogers was medalist. Mrs.
Joe Treas and Miss Ann McDade
tied for the ball and Mrs. Treas
Ladies Sport Shirts and Knit
Fulton
won the ball in the playoff.
212 Commercial
es.
Shirts $1.98 Valu
Phone 693
Mrs. Robert Koelling of Chicago was among the players.
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PERSONALS

The Woman's Page

SPEED QUEEN
WASHERS
_

'
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20"
CUT

WILLIAMS HARDWARE COMPANY

AUTO REPAINTING
"

$45 AND UP

WIWAMS HDWE.

Sta
Har
Deli

LAIRD & GARDNER

ANOTHER

SPECIAL PURCHASE

44,01,~
ing
YouCalit

DiECT ROM THE FACTORY

up TO HALF PRICE
YOUR CHOICE's1.00

CO1TON BATISTE V2 SLIPS

Memory Lives
In Pictures

JERSEY HALf-SLIPS
JIRSEY GOWNS

$11995

Chi

Sell

Week

Gardner's Studio

S
24:1ECE SHORTIE PAJAMA$2.9
8 values
Batiiste and Broadcloth;

CUTON BATISTE LACE-TRIM GOWNS
Regular $2.98 values

YQUR CHOICE:$2.98
MULTI-FILAMENT CREPE GOWNS

For Protection Against:
PESTS
BUGS ... BEETLES ... GARDEN
SE
LIVESTOCK LICE AND FLIES ... HOU
G
WIN
CHE
.
.
.
S
FLIES AND MOSQUITOE
INE
TRE
D
AN
AND SUCKING SHRUB
SECTS.
We have everything from PINT-SIZE HAND
AYSPRAYERS to 30-GAL. PRESSURE SPR

to 52
Lace trim; Regular $5.98 values Sizes 32

ERS.

HOUSECOATS
SEERSUCKER AND PRINT $6.9
8 values

5 PERCENT and 50 PERCENT DDT POWDER
OR LIQUID

Sizes 32 to 46; Regular

THE LEADER STORE
Fulton
•

ostaix,

7

1949 HOTPOINT RANGE!

SPRAY

•

„

,-41111110t 410k.

FOR THIS GENUINE FULLSIZE FEATURE-PACKED

YOUR CHOICE: $1.98

434 Lake Street

It's
To
fied

— A/so —

Get World-Famous Calrod
Units, Hi-Speed Broiler
And Many More Outstanding Hotpoint Features!
Again—Hotpoint sets the par*
with the greatest range value
on the market. It's a brand newt
1949 Automatic Electric Range
feature-paoked and
priced within reach ot every
home. Look at all the great
katures you get with Hotpoint!

ee
dw""i

/Wall Its-3i

• Fast-starting Calrod70 Units,

WHY WAIT!

• 4200-watt Hi-Speed Broiled

Those big savings
you've wanted are
HERE! Come In now—
ise* Hotpoint's 1949
Kitchen and Home.
Laundry Appliances.

• 1-piece body, all-steel construction,
• Otepwell Cooker•Cooking Chartl
• Oven Rack Guide

Broiler Measurel

• Acid-resisting top, porcalaln *Mehl

FULTON HATCHERY 1$ENNETT ELECTRIC
We Will Have Baby Chicks Until July 1

East State I,ine

Phone 483

.11

.—. 2 &urea:.824 Walnut, Phone 1540 — 217 Main, Phone 201
•

+

tieell111111111.111111111Wwwww

•••••••••
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CLASSIFIED ADS

—

PIL.OT OAK

BOYS SHOES-SL1PPERS
475 5.95

1

Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Cid.'
Mr. and Mrs. Elza Lowry were
Jacic
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
BUY—SELL--HIRE—RENT
Olive Wednesday evening.
Skyrider and Peters Diamond Brand
g
is
enjoyin
Lowry
Mrs. B. G.
By Alice Coleman
with an economical classified
stove.
electric
or
Kelvinat
SIZES
ad in this column, read eac:i 1,1144*•••••44,4.94.4+4.4-4.4-4.4-o4 her
Announcing that
Mr. and Mrs. Ft. S. Gossum,
week throughout the Fulton
1 to 6
Well folks, we are still having Mr. and Mrs. Richard Lowry,
trade area. No other method
crazy weather aren't we? One Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry, Dean
reaches so many for so little.
day it's cold and the next day Hainley, Naomi Williams, Billy
2c per word
hot but I think real hot weather Williams, Jimmie Lowry
First Insertion
and
is just around the corner so we Larry Gossum recently enjoyed
(minimum, 25c)
Fulton
2c
/
will have something else to fuss a picnic at Kentucky Lake.
204 Main St.
Each Succeeding Insertion 11
having resigned his position at
about then.
per word.
Gossum
Harry
Mrs.
and
Mr.
Well, for a bit of gossip. The and son of Water Valley spent
the Browder Milling Company,
I.C. Service Club met last Fri- Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. R. S.
We will be glad to help you
prepare your ad at our office; day night for their regular Gossum and boys.
will hereafter be associated
or mail it in with the money. meeting at 7 p. m. in the YMBC
Carr
Mr. and Mrs. Everett
Room. Our guests for the meet- were guests of Mr. and Mrs. TomAll classified ads are cash in
with the
ing were Miss Hazel Bradley and mie Moore Sunday afternoon.
advance.
Earl Tibbs. Miss Bradley is
That old truss with harness of leather._
Our congratulations to Mr. and
deputy clerk for County Court Mrs. Glen French who were —THROW AWAY elastic, straps, belts.
Hickof
IT'S HE,RE — THE SENSATIONAL NEW INVENTION
AUTO GLASS installed. Fulton Clerk, C. N. Holland
married May 26th She is the
210 man. She has been in the office
SUTHERLAND'S "MD" RUPTURE SUPPORT
Paint and Glass Co.,
of
r
daughte
Hicks,
Jackie
former
Approved by Doctors—Acclaimed by actual wearers as world''s
with Mr. Holland for 10 years Mr. and Mrs. Jack Hicks.
Church.
greatest discovery for rupture — Lasts Indefinitely — Alwa}.-s
and is now running for the ofl
Clean — No Odors — Featherweight
MUST BE fice as Mr. Holland is not run-1 Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Cardwel
PIANO
SPINET
of Fulton, were Sun408 Lake Street
SOLD--We are forced to place ning. She told the 32 members and Frank
of Mr. and Mrs. B.G.
• Phones 70-42S
in this section, dainty little present that she would do her day guests
Allen.
Jimmie
and
Lowry
Spinet Piano, almost new. Full upmost to follow in Mr HolMrs. Frank Morris shopaed in
sized keyboard, standard make. land's footsteps and that she had
Saturday.
er
Manag
and
Co-owner
Fully guaranteed, with some been trained by one of the best Fulton
Jerry Wayne Gossum is on the
person or family who can pay county court clerks that Fulton
list.
minimum down payment and County ever had. Mr. Tibbs made sick
Mrs. Mary Collins spent Friassume several small monthly a short talk asking that we vote
Yates.
Excellent credit for him as jailer. He stated that day with Mrs. Edith
payments.
Mr. and Mrs. B. G. Lowry and
Write FINANCE he ran 4 years ago against Mr.
necessary.
Allen are now seen cruisMANAGER, P.O. BOX 543 Shanklin and was beaten by 159 Jimmie
in a black Fleetline
around
ing
born
IND.
EVANSVILLE,
votes. He stated that he was
et auto.
Chevrol
'49
and raised in Fulton.
James Finley of Detroit, Mich.
APTER THIS DATE, May 24th
After the guests left the club
is visiting his parents, Mr. and
will not be responsible for any
for
Bradley
Miss
voted to back
Mrs. J. E. Finley.
debts in my name unless under I
County Court Clerk and Mr.
Mrs. Eyelyn Melton arfd Mrs.
my personal signature.
asking
are
we
so
Tibbs for jailer
Allene Lowry visited Mrs. WanJOHN S. DEASON,
Railroad
I.C.
the
of
s
all member
Martin, Tenn.
da Bowden, Friday afternoon.
Co., to remember these two
DELICIOUS HAMBURGEB.S
Mr. and Mrs. Rudolph Swann
LOST: A billfold with valuable names on August 6 when you go
afy
Saturda
y
Olive
Lee
Saturda
visited
money,
and
papers
to the polls.
CONEY ISLAND HOT DOGS
ternoon.
afternoon in Fulton. Reward
The club members also voted
Mrs.
and
Bushart
offered. JOHN RAY, 107 Ryane
Mrs. Lila
to have a dinner at the Brown
Ave. Martin, Tenn.
Yates visited Mrs. Edna
Derby Cafe to celebrate the' Edith
Curb
Good
r Monday afternoon.
club's second birthday. It was al-1 Waggone
e
club; Mr. and Mrs. Jack Olive atServic
the
whether
It's Still Not Too Lat,e
on
Space
ng
voted
Parki
so
E
PALESTIN
the show in Fulton Sunwould foot the part of the bill ! tended
Mrs. Leslie Nugent, Cor.
To Plant U. S. 13 Certin.
afternoo
day
A. Thomas and myself
Due to the oiling of Middle which G.
Mrs. Dorothy Williams, Mrs.
Fulton County News we
fied Seed Corn.
Road there were no services Sun- told the
didn't want! Helen Floyd and Mrs. Evelyn
club
the
if
pay
would
day at Palestine.
n
to for the kids riding to Dyers- Melton spent Monday afternoo
.
Mr. and Mrs. C.harles Browder burg and back. The club okayed with Mrs. Mary Nell Gossum
Still A Few Bushels On
RAY MINTER, osysidir
left for their home at Duncan, it.
OPPOSITE OK LAUNDRY
Hand For Immediate
Mr. and Mrs. G. A. Thomas
Okla., Saturday after a ten day
NGS
SPRI
ROCK
vacation with Mr. and Mrs. Gus and daughter, Betty are in LouisDelirery.
relatives and
Mrs. Nettie L. Copelen, Cor.
visiting
Browder and other relatives.
ville
Joyce Hardison spent Monday
friends.
son,
Mrs. Will Leonard and
Z. L. MOrris is back to work night with Beverly Ann Elliott.
See Your
Kennie arrived home last 'Tues- after a two weeks vacation.
Mr.
w4h
Mr. and Mrs. Elmoore Copelen
day from a weeks visit
Local Dealer
We are glad to hear that Mrs.
and
family spent awhile Monand
and Mrs. Ernest Pewitt
be
to
able
is
Jr.,
Voegeli,
J.
V.
Mrs.
day night with Mr. and
family in Mt. Pleasant, Tex., and up.
han.
Rt. I. Fulton, Ky. Paul Pewitt at Longview, Tex.
Pat Matheny is back to work John McClana
two week vaMrs. Ted Pursell and Tresa
Mr. and Mrs. Berry Stokes of after being on a
-Tuesday with Mrs. Anvisited
Paducah spent Monday with Mrs cation.
We are glad to hear that Mr. nie Beard.
Carlene Stokes and children.
Mauldin, a former general foreMrs. Mary Newberry and Mrs.
••
Mr. and Mrs. George Buler and man here, is getting sprig nice, Chichashi, Okra., ly at his home in Vicksburg, Elizabeth Elliott spent Thursday
daughter
Mrs. afternoon with Mrs. Ella Veatch.
add Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Edwards Miss. He is the father of
city.
Mrs. Allie Newton was disand, daughter of Columbus, KY., W. M. Blackstone of this
missed Thursday from the Fulvisited Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browdton Hospital. She is improving
er Monday morning a while.
Young Ladies Enjoy
some.
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Bard were
noth Cave Visit
guests of-Mr. and Mrs?, Harvey Matru
Beverly Elliott spent Thursday
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Lamb took with Barbara Turner.
Pewitt Sunday. In the afternoon
th
Mammou
a group of girls to
they all drove to Ridgley,
enjoying
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Green and
and visited Rev. and Mrs. L. B. Cave recently Those
the trip were Frederica Gibson, son were Friday night visitors of
Counsil aad family.
Mary Davis Weaks, Shirley Eas- Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur of CrutchMrs. Bill Milner andin of ley, Donna Pat Bragg, Jo Ann field.
week- Latta and Nancy Breeden.
St. Louis, Mo., spe
Sell the CREAM and feed the SKIM MILK
er parend and holiday wi
The group went through Jefents, Mr. and Mrs. Gus Browder. ferson Monument where they ate
to the hogs.
Mr. and Mrs. John Daniel and lunch and then through the
son David and Charles Hender- State Insane Asylum at Hopkinsson spent Sunday with Mr. and ville. They arrived in Bowling
Mrs. Hillman Collier and fami- Green about 4 o'clock and spent
the night near there at a tourist
ly.
Mr. and Mrs. David Berryhill camp.
PRODUCE CLEAN, FRESH CREAM
Early Tuesday morning they
and daughter of Collinsville, Ill.,
Cave where
spent the weekend with Robert went to Mammouth
and sell to
they had a wonderful time. On
Wade.
trip home they went through
Mrs. Abe Thompson and dau- the
Clarksville and ate supper at
ghter, Gertrude of Paducah spent
Kentucky Lake.
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs.
John Thompson and Mrs. Ida
HET_,L0 WORLD
Pegram.
Mr. and Mrs. Dave Boulton,
Mr. and Mrs. Mason Davidsdn
and daughter, Susan of Chatta- Union City announce the birth of
WKTM (51ayListen to "QUALITY SAM" over Radio Station
nooga spent the week end with a eight pound six ounce son,
field) Mondays thru Fridays.
Mr. and Mrs. Morgan Davidson Larry Waymond born Saturday
and Mr. and Mrs. Warren Gra- May 28 at Haws Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Madding
ham.
A superior, erterior paint—conthe parents
Mrs. Tobe Wright has been on Cayce, Route 2, are
tains -Vitalized Oils." Primer seals
dauounce
12
pound
Stop right here.
the sick list several days and of a seven
Looking for comp/ete cooking conveniend?
thorouglhy, Finishing coat stays
born May
is slowly improving. She had a ghter, Mary Helen,
new G-E Automatic Range has ist
ul,
wonderf
this
.
Because
Hospital
Haws
elastic.
at
Lye. tough. and
message Sunday morning that 30
prepare several oven
Billy Robey anClips cooking time. Now you can
her brother-in-law, C. A. Rawls I Mr. and Mrs.
oven, baked
pound
six
spacious
a
of
one
in
birth
the
roast
a
nounce
a.
dishes at once ..
of near Mayfield had passed
broils or
son, Jerry Wayne
in the other. Each oven warms, bakes,
biscuits
way with heart attack. She was one half ounce
at Jones Hospital.
-controlled, or you coo
not able to attend the funeral. 'born May 29
roasts on its own. Automatic timer
Just think—everyoperate each oven separately—by hand.
thing's ready for eating at one time.
with "Tel-A-Cook'
Wonderful "push-button" panel, too...
each cooking unit. Una'
lights that show what heat is on
new way to "cook wida
you've actually tried this sensational,
imagine how perfect*
your finger ups" you can't really
BALER AND BINDER TWINE
easy and simple cooking can bel

Round-Up

CLYDE WILLIAMS, JR.,

FORRESTER SHOE SHOP

RUPTURE

BALDRIDGE 5-10-25` STORE

CITY DRUG CO

KY4

See.r2 Scusth
PIT BAR-Bit

pERTIFIED SEED

HYBRID CORN

RAY'S SANDWICH SHOP

ER

;4R

me 723

ti

TWO COMPLETE OVENS

Chas.E.Wright

Get The Most
from Your Cows

FOR LASTING
BEAUTY USE-

Armour Creameries

...IN THIS NEW GENERAL ELECTRIC

"PUSH-BUTTON" RANGE!

CHLORDANE

I

40% LIQUID EMULSION

YOUR
ONE-TRIP

ROOFING AND FENCING
STEEL POSTS, NAILS

,IT!
vIngs
d aro
now1949
tomsprices.

See Us For Hybrid Seed Corn,
Soybean Seed
All Kinds. of Dust and Spray Materials;
,Dxsters and Sprayers

SOUTHERN STATES
FULTON COOPERATIVE
402 Main St.

Fulton

Phone 399

GENERAL

PLUMBER

$399.95

Sell Fixtures
We Install, Them
We Service Them

P. T. JONES & SON
PLUMBING — HEATING — COAL
EAST STATE LINE

PHONE 702

Model)
(8369.95 On One Oven With Wanner

SEE IT TODAY AT.
•liesio he Nary Or MO booklet,
*Color bottortko ter year Hee...

FULTON PAINT E.
GLASS CO.
210 Church

111111.6.11.116.

ELECTRIC

Mayne

-

sos

FULTON HDWE.
20S Lake Street

FURNITURE CO.
Phone 1

It Pays To Advertise In The News!

The Fulton County News, Fulton, Kentucky
In West Kentucky

Wont Complete Stock

Self-Stripe Rayon

LiQuORS

W I pi Es
442 Lake Street

MILK MST CAN BE
CUT, SURVEY SHOW

Friday, June 3, 1949

Ccunty survey, are:
Increasing milk production per
cow; feeding more per cow (this
would have been profitable on
about 75 percent of the farms
surveyed); increasing feed value
through improved pasture or better hay crops; increasing the
number of cows per herd where
this will decrease overhead costs;
and by shifting from hat* to
machine milking in many cases.

I Costs of producing and mar! keting milk on most farms can
be reduced through improved
breeding, feeding. and management practices, according to a
survey of representative farms
In Rutherford County, Tenn. The
study, made by M. L. Downen,
PERSONALS s
assistant agricultural economist
with the U-T Agricultural ExMrs. Hattie Combs of Dallas,
periment Station. covered opera- Tex., and Henry Knight of Badtions on 72 farms producing fluid ger, Tex., are the 'guests of the
milk
formers daughter, Mrs. Charlotte
Smith and J. E. Melton.
The study was undertaken to
Miss
Gertrude Murphy
of
determine seasonal costs of pro- Chicago is the guest of
her sisducing and marketing milk; to ter Mrs. J. D. White at her
home
analyze factors affecting season- un Eddings street.
ality of milk production and marMrs. Henry Amberg and Miss
keting; and to arrive at sugges- Mary Amberg
of Hickman were
tions for alleviating the problem Sunday
guests of her daughter,
of seasonality.
Mrs. Glenn Elushart and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Moore Joyner
Producers may inerease profits by reducing production
and spent Sunday with relatives in
marketing costs; or by increasing Dyersburg, Tenn.
the price received for his product, or both. Since economic con- tt. Pallitrato•Paomol
ditions indicat that price in- CHICKS
creases are unlikely, Major em- Stook Wood es WA
mg% Blood tooted.
phasis should be plactd on -cutt- box•I.
SY •1
Wrsiskt
ing costs of production and mar- no or otortod
(WICKS
4toon
ohlokat Prtood
keting. Some of the ways by right.
which this may be done, as indi- iundrtratr IIATCBSIRY. All Loading Breeds
cated through the Rutherford D. D. Slawit. Pros. UT W. ttk SL. Lotlootoo.Ky.

Phone 237

Bottled Gas
don't 01111"
496
IMMEDIATE DELIVFRY

you've had a
DEMONSTRATION of the
mew, fully automatic ...

TIIPP211

°`

Welcome!Comesee as
without obligation

Here's a figure flattering bathing
suit which features the popular
single-strap style. The fabric is fine
$ 27.50 rayon crepe, made of Avisco rayon
yarns, with a self-st,ripe of rayon
satin — a fabric which will wear
119.00 beautifully through long, lazy daXil ,
of sun bathing and swimming.

'TWO BOTTLE INSTALLATION, installed
*Ana:bides Gas, and Stand)
RANGES PRICED from
Call or Write

Attention Farmers:

DEAD STOCK REMOVED FREE
In Sanitary Trucks

PH()NE 960

each Range Sale.

Phone 161 collect, Neal Ward Stock Yards
Fulton, Ky. or 122 Wing° Ex.

TO FARM CUSTOMERS OF THE
DIDEPENDENT OIL COMPANY:
n't invite you to call us for good service and
high quality products.

OUR FULTON PHONE IS 138
We also solicit the opportunity to serve new
customers in this area.

EASLEY
FUI.TON, KY.

Commission Agents For
Fulton, Fulton County
and Obion County in
Tennessee.

ISHLAND

OIL & REFINING COMPANY

AL Kentucky Corporation.

Home Office: Ashland, Ky.

- lea Ahead fo Harvest
mph ALL-CROP Harvester Service
YOU'LL BE AHEAD IF —
are busy with spring work
you have us get your All-Crqs.
harvester rrady for pay day. ••-•
/I I

17
1'
1
%*11.1P1
:'
'/
..ge
/1/....n.

...Tee

,A10.

,

,-.--;;;;V: •
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MAYFIELD RENDERING CO.

Multi-millionaire James C. Ellis, of Owe,nsboro. was discussing
cattle raising with me at the
Evansville stockyards the other .
day. A veteran talking to a beginner. Mr. Ellis has fed sixty
thousand steers in the last thirty years, on farms he owns in
Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois and
New Mexico. He was chatting
with a grass cattleman operating
on a small scale.

tig

•

•

24-POINT INSPECTION AND REPAIR SERVICE makes sum
that every part of your All-Crop is properly adjusted
and thoroughly checked for worn parts.

Feeding grain to cattle never
threw Mr. Ellis for serious losses, otherwise he wouldn't have
kept at it for three decades,
What he probably meant was
that prAucing cattle on grass
was more profitable over the
long stretch than feeding grain.
In the last few years our Hereford brood cows have earned $100
a year on bkLe-grass, getting
perhaps $5 worth of hay in extremely bad winter weather.
With mixed pastures and $15
worth of hay a Kentucky farmer can make each good brood cow
produce a $100 weanling calf. In
less prosperous times, the weanling is worth $75. If the net on
each cow is only $50. is there any
other product of the farm in the
sarn€ year as profitable? For the
average farmer hay may be $15
per brood cow, sulphurized block
salt, 65 cents and next to no labor
at all.
That's why I write so often
urging hill farmers in Kentucky
to plow less and grow more grass.
In my section of the state —
Henderson. Union, Webster, Davie
"
,
Hancock, Ohio, McLean,
Hopkins, Christian and Crittenden counties—good pastures have
doubled in the last
years.
Ditto the number of beef brood
cow herds. An offhand guess
would put the gain in feed lots
is much less.
Raising cattle on grass is the
surest way of making money on
farms that I know of. The only
way a cattle grazer can lose is
to have the animals die on his
hands.

4

Assures clean threshing

if Avoids that lost-minute rush

4

Lets you star? the day your crop is

"creeps up" before you are ready. '
Sdsedule your All-Crop with us now. Be sure your All-Crop
your
is ready whom (
amp is
:

Too often harvest time

puisolaunits)
AN• SERVICE

WATER VALLEY GARAGE (St IMP. CO
Ilighway 45

Water Valley, Ky.

Phone 12

IM

II

Tractors and Farm Equipment Refinis' hed
and Repainted.

OVERBY and SISSON
BODY SHOP
G. C. (Slim) Overby, formerly with Brady
Brothers and Jones and Grooms.
O. M. Sisson, formerly with Bob White
Motor Company
Now Located On
Martin Highway at R. R. Crossing
(Formerly Kentucky Cement Block Plant'
TELEPHONE 101
MP

puie

of

News Abou
Our Colored Fr

by
MATILDA ALLE

A large crowd attc
commencement
exce:
Milton Elementary Scl
Antioch Baptist Chur
night.

The speaker for th
was Dr. B. W. Doyle,
Municipal College,
The subject of his ad
"The Qualities of an
Person."

The following stu
ceived diplomas:
Hai
Brent, Mary N. Bills,
Brown, Bobby Bolden,
V. Holderness, Ralph I
ana Knight, Josie Kn
tirew Maddox, Charlie'
chenon, Jean D. Pattc
E. Patton, Daisy L. Sp
Emma J. Tucker.

The honor graduat
Salutatory, Emmy J.
Valedictory, Lawanda
erness.

The program presentt
follows: Prelude, Prot
Priest March. F. Meru
vocation, Rev, J. T. Gal
tor of
the
Antioch
Church. Music by th,
Chorus, "Swing Low," S
utatory Oration by E
Tucker, Valedictory Ori
wanda Holderness; Mu:
ana Maid" by Girls C
Fulton; Introduction of
Dr. A. Z. Tucker; Ad
Dr. Doyle; Music, "Bah
of the Republic;" Awa
Diplomas, Supt., W. L.
Announcements; Music,
ing Up The Mountains,
Class Motto, "Truth Con
Things:" Class Flowe
carnation. Class
color
Green and Gold.

The following stud
Milton ..received attend
wards for 100 percent al
for the school year
grade tvi.o, Mildred RI
ton; grade,. four, Ellis F.
grade six, Joe Newber
eight, Emma J. Tucker,
da V. Holderness.

Music .frir the commt
exercises was under It
tion of Mrs. Hugh Jack

Dr Doyle is an old
and koyhood friend of I
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PytHERE'S the smile when you slip
I the selector lever into Driving

like a veteran — in two days you
wouldn't be without it.

BUICK alone
has all these features

notch—and realize that's all there is
to do.
There's the smile when you swing
smoothly up to cruising speed without halt or check or break of stride.
There's the smile at traffic lights
when you halt, wait, then move away
with never a thought about shifting.

Small wonder, then, that Dynaflow

Si& - smooth DYNAR.OW DRAW • FULL-

But the broadest grin of all cotnes
at the end of a long day's drive and
you find you've covered more miles
more easily. Even your treadle-foot
— so likely to become tired and
cramped maintaining an even speed
in direct-drive cars—appreciates the
fluid ease of Dynaflow.
For Dynaflovv Drivet is not merely
a new transmission. It's a new experience — a new luxury in driving.
In ten minutes you are handling it

Fulton..

E. M. (Scotty) SCOTT,
JOHN WHITAKER

•MI II NI IN

AUTO BODY WORK
and PAINTING

with

SCOTT'S
TIN SHOP
Roofing, Gutters
Down Spouts
Heating and Air
Conditioning Eqpt.
Stantess Steel, and
Aluminum Work.

MI El

Gallon
per
More Smiles

klrs. Nicholas Kish and chillren
of Buffalo, N. Y., are the guests
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Clyde Williams, Sr.. in Fair
Heights.

East State Line
Phone 471

1

PAUL HORNBEAK
WALTER VOELPEL
Licensed Funeral
Licensed Funeral
Director and Embalmer
Director and Embalmer
MRS. J. C. YATES
Lady Assistant
Contract Funeral Home
for
KENTUCKY FUNERAL DIRECTOILS BURIAL ASS'N.

II MI III IN MI•NI

This systematic checic-up

4 Protects you against delays in the field

SAFE AMBULANCE SERVICE
PHONE 7

Mayfield-Fulton Hwy.

"When I was a youngster,"
said Mr. Ellis, "the old folks in
my neighborhood insisted that
one should graze cattle and feed
hogs, and I'm inclined to think
they had something."
It was Mr. Ellis's way of saying maybe he had been wrong
and maybe I was right.

BROWDER

Fulton, Kentucky

.6* el•I
IS SS
•IIINSVC••

ABILENE GAS COMPANY OF FULTON
FULTON, KY.

PAUL HORNBEAK FUNERAL HOME
Carr and Third Streets

Frilay, June 3, 1

tStaltdard

TA•10

is the drive with which all new developments in transmissions are
compared.
Not merely "something better," it is
something entirely new, the first exciting chapter in a whole new book.

VIEW VISION from oriaspod gloss ors°
SWING-EASY DOORS and •osy ammo
"LIVING SPACE" INTERIORS with NowCrootto cushions • Buoyanf-riding; CWADRUREX COIL SPRINGING • Limply FIREBALL
STRAIGHT-EIGHT POWER with MILF-SEMNG
VALVE LIFTERS plus HI-POISED ENGINE

Go learn for yourself how abundantly rich in pleasure every gallon
becomes when you have Dynaflow.

MOUNTINGS• low-pressure fires on SMITYRIDS RIMS • C7isor-Line VENTIPORTS
DUREX BEARINGS, main and connacting rods

The younger crowd at
big picnic Monday at th
Mitchell farm south of
They tell me they even
boat along and rowed
lake. Hope nobody fell
Mitchell's farm is so
We all wish he had a m(
to go with that fine laic(
der, did any of the gang
baok riding and what Ito the fish and who won

game.

...

Rev. and Mrs. Fred L,
Mrs. Minnie Price spent
at Providence, Ky.
A lar-ge number of fi
spent Monday at Kentuc
So many went along the
hire a bus. I know Mi
Speed is tired from the

BODY BY FISHER

Your Buick dealer will be glad to
demonstrate—glad to quote delivered
prices— glad to talk terms of as fine
a deal as you could want.

•Slandard on ROADMASTER, op/lone/ of
•arro cost on SUPER models
Whew better automobiles
ore blight
BUICK win band them

And you'll find glad surprise in the
delivery dates he is now mentioning.

ROADMASTKR.optsonal at extra aoat an SUPER modaial

In HENRY J. TAYLOR. ABC Notonori near Inneelor irreales,.

•

Charlie Allen of Chic
visited friends in Ful
week.
YOult KEY TO GREASER

BOB WHITE MOTOR COMPANY
224-M Fourth Street

Mr. and Mrg. Paul C
have returned from a s:
to St. Louis, Mo.
George Mays of Chic
spent last weekend in
with -Mrs. Mays.

moRe caNui17/4"
‘vgate
I/

Miss Pauline Moody
rived home from A and
College, Nashville to si
summer with her parer
and Mrs. Willie Moody.

Fulton, Kentucky
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Mr. and Mrs. Hermar
?ton spent the weekend
in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Events are only the s
ideas; and often it is th
thought of the ages thaf
stallized in amo ment
stroke of a pen or the /31
bayonet.—E. H. Chapin.
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News About
Our Colored Friends
by
MATILDA ALLEN

S[ EXPIRES

A large crowd attended the
commencement
excercises
of
Milton Elementary School at the
Antioch Baptist Church Friday
night.
The speaker for the occasion I
was Dr. B. W. Doyle, Dean of
Municipal College, Louisville.
The subject of his address was
"The Qualities of an Educated1
Person."
The following students received diplomas:
Barbara
L.'
Brent, Mary N. Bills, Cordie B.
Brown, Bobby Bolden, Lawanda
V. Holderness, Ralph Jones, Susana Knight, Josie Knight, An- ,
drew Maddox, Charlie W. McAit- I
chenon, Jean D. Patton. James
E. Patton, Daisy L. Speinks and
Emma J. Tucker.
The honor graduates were:
Salutatory, Emmy J. Tucker;
Valedictory, Lawanda V. Holderness.
The program presented was as j
follows: Prelude, Processioinal;
Priest March. F. Mendless; Invocation, Rev. J. T. Gaines; pastor of
the
Antioch Baptist'
Church. Music by the Mixed
Chorus, "Swing Low," Swift; Salutatory Oration by Emma J.
Tucker, Valedictory Oration. Lawanda Holderness; Music, "Tigana Maid" by Girls Chorus of
Fulton; Introduction of Speaker,
Dr. A. Z. Tucker; Address by
Dr. Doyle; Music, "Battle Hymn;
of the Republic," Awarding of
Diplomas, Supt., W. L. Holland: '
Announcements; Music, "Climb-1
ing Up The Mountains," Krone:1
Class Motto, "Truth Conquers All ,
Things:" Class Flower, white
carnation. Class
colors,
Nile t
Green and Gold.
The following students of
Milton _received attendr.nce awards for 100 percent attendance
for the school year 1948-49;
grade two, Mildred Ruth Burton; grade four, Ellis F. Jackson:
grade six, Joe Newbern; grade i
eight, Emma J. Tucker, Lawanda V. Holderness.
Music for ihe commencement
exercises was under the direr- ,
tion of Mrs. Ilugh Jackson.
Dr Doyle is an old classmate
and lioyhood friend of Dr. Tucker's. They both hail from Texas.
Dean Doyle formerly taught at
Fisk University in Nashville.
Mr. and Mrs. Dane Hensley
and children. Thomas, E. Marie,
Peggy and Jane of Champaign.
Ill., spent the weekend in Fulton visited their daughter and
sister, •Mrs. Lois Hamilton on
McFall street.
Miss Rosie B. Hillard of Chicago, Ill., spent the weekend in
Fulton with her sister, Mrs. Lila
Mae Drew.
Mrs. Laura Mae Brent has returned to her home in Chicago.
111., after attending the Milton
School commencement Friday.
Mrs, 'Brent's daughter, Barbara
was a member Of the graduating
class.
James Mannaly
Martin
of
spent Sunday in Fulton with his
cousins, the Hensleys.
The younger crowd attended a
big picnic Monday at the Homes
Mitchell farm south of Fulton.
They tell me thcy even carried a
boat along and rowed on the
lake. Hope nobody fell in. Mr.
Mitchell's farm is so popular.
We all wish he had a motor boat
to go with that fine lake. I won-;
der, clid any of the gang go horse;
baok riding and what happened
to the fish and who won the ball
game.
...Rev. and Mrs. Fred Lawrence,
Mrs. Minnie Price spent Monday
at Providence, Ky.

Everything Must Go
We have lost our lease on our building, folks. Pretty
soon
we are going to have to leave it, and we can't
possibly take
much of the stock with us that we now have on
hand .•.. the
cost of moving it, handling it, gefting it scarred
up, would be
prohibitive. We are therefore faced with the only
solution—
mark it down and SELL IT.

here to list any items or prices, but we do urge
you to COME
IN RIGHT AWAY AND BROWSE AROLTND if you
AIRIR
who likes to take advantage of exceptional
bargains.
We are in hopes of cleaning out almost everythin
g we
have in the whole store, so you can see that we really
mem
business in masking our new, low prices. We urge you
not to

Our days are numbered, and we will have to move out
a large stock quickly, so we are starting right off the
reel with
drastic, slashing markdowns which in most cases will be
right

get to our store. Right now we have an extra-good selectitm:

around our cost and in some cases below cost.

choice colors, wanted designs, popular styles, that are yours

wait a single hour more than necessary after you read
thki to

for a song.
All this week we have been busy re-pricing everything
on our floor, and each item is plainly marked with its
original
price and its new, drastic selling price. We will not take space

Our prices are for cash only, and we cannot accept tradeins, make exchanges or refunds.

uge Mark Downs
On Entire Stock
(Each item plainly tagged with price!)
We include our WHOLE STOCK: nothing

ELECTRIC FIXTURES

We carry a complete stock of parta and tubes
for all makes and models, and we repair all
makes and models--24 Hour Service.

is reserved ... everything is low-priced to
sell, and sell quickly. Just to give you some
idea of the variety of our stock:

MATRESSES AND SPRINGS

Pickup and Delivery

THE' LAtEST PHONOGRAPH
BABY EQUIPMENT OF ALL KINDS
PHONOGRAPH RECORDS, ALBUMS

A birge number of fishermen
spent Monday at Kentucky Dam.
So many went along they had to
hire a bus. I know Mrs. Anna
Speed is tired from the trip.

LAMPS AND SHADES

CARPENTER TOOLS AND HANDYMAN
TOOLS

Miss Pauline Moody has arrived home from A and I State
College, Nashville to spend the
summer with her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. Willie Moody.

ALL KINDS OF ODD TABLES

DISHWARE AND GLASSWARE

Charlie Allen of Chicago, Ill..
visited friends in Fulton last
week.
Mr. and Mrs. Herman Hamiliton spent the weekend visiting
in Dyersburg, Tenn.
Events are only the shells of
ideas; and often it is the fluent
thought of the ages that is crystallized in amo ment by the
stroke of a pen or the point of a
bayonet.—E. H. Chapin.

oar

THIS WELK'S HIT PARADE
As Surveyed by Thud
Magazine

1.

Mr. and Mrg. Paul Chambers
have returned from a short trip
to St. Louis, Mo.
George Mays of Chicago, Ill.,
spent last weekend in Fulton
with -Mrs. Mays.

24-11011
RADIO
REPAIR
SERVICE

Riders In The Sky

2. Forever and Ever
LIVING ROOM, DINING ROOM AND
BEDROOM SUITES

ACCESSORIES

319- 323 WALNUT ST ." eltitat
erdliVe Qtylt ••• FULTON KY •••

7. Some Enchanted
Evening

3. Again

PAINTS, ENAMELS AND

1 fULTON afrill[dfURNIT1.114(0.

6. Carelss Hands

4. Cruising Down
The River
5. "A" You're
Adorable

4°0°(0 6

S. Red Roses For A
Blue Lady
9. I Don't See Me In
Your Eyes Anymore
10. Bali Hai

ACCESSORIES FOR YOUR RECORD PLAYED
Record Racks, Extra Albums. Needles, Metal Marne Callao*
Flassock-Type Storage Cases (hold 100 rtearest
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Mrs. 'Perry Dawson. Mrs. E. C. sick woman.
M. T. Cannon visited Mr. and
Underwood, Mrs. Andrew Walt_ Mrs. Doil Phillips last week.
ers and Mrs. Bison McGuire.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Croft
Special for 4-Wrs and FUTURE FARMERS
Rayford and Emma Lee Tarver and Mrs. W. H. Perry were and boys of Detroit, Mich., visitrelatives here ovin Union City shopping Satur- ed friends and
Farm Bureau new savings plan gives you:
er the weekend.
Nancy Cheryl Byars of Duke- day night.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Cannon
Mr. and Mrs. Wade Hampton
1. Funds for future business
dom spent the weekend before
Mable Adams of Chicago spent last week in Detroit, Mich.,
last with her grandmother, Mrs. Cox,
2. Puts compound interest to .vork
Callison and and Mr. and Mrs. Carley Belle
in 1937
Harry
Mrs.
and
Lois Roberts.
Hickman spent Sunday drove them home.
3 Financial security for life
Three weeks ago Tuesday night family of
Mrs.
Adams
Herbert
Mr. and
Lake.
Mary K. Hale, and Odell 411- at Reelfoot
din- and Mrs. Daisy and children vis4. A systematic savings plan
had
Hopkins
other relatives. Billy Joe wen
Runelta
Miss
Kathwith
brew spent the night
Glenn Puck- ited Mrs. W. E. Palmer over the
for a extended visit.
Underwood. Katheryn did- ner in the home of
eryn
weekend.
1V1r. and Mrs. Jessie Smith
Saturday.
This plan is being featured during June and July .
n't niention it to anyone. We ett
and a group of friends enjoyed don't know why.
Mr. and Mrs. A. R. Austin
by your Farm Bureau.
this
Lake
weekend with her
fishing at Reelfoot
PIERCE STATION
Raymond, there's a guy knows spent the
in
Mrs. Ettie Webb
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ted Carlisle and
for sure that you've been fired mother,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Harrison and
Lynville, Ky.
children, George and Jimmie of
over at Martin.
Mr.
Jerald,
spent
and
Hopkins
Ray
sons, Paul
Miss Runelta
Evansville, Incl., were Monday
Mable Laird leaves this hint to
and Mrs. Albert Tuberville ,and
with her sister, Mrs. guests of Mr. and Mrs. R. D.
Jean W. "if you would get a the weekend
and
attendPatsy
and
They
Doyle
Pewitt.
SOUTHERN FARal BUREAU INS. CO.
children,
Smith. Mrs. Carlisle is a neice
hair-do like mine maybe a cer- Thomas B.
Evelyn Morris spent Sunday at tain fella wouldn't be going to ed memorial services at Camp of Mrs. Smith
Home Phone-183-W
Office Phone--126
Kentucky Lake.
Beauregard.
Mrs. Pearl Brice is spending a
Martin so much."
Mr. and Mrs. Daymon SergerAll you foxes better stay away few days in Hickman as t.he guest
HICKMAN, KY.
of Mr. and Mrs. Tom
Guests
McAlister because of Mrs. Lillian Jones.
son and family of Union City
Latham and Era Dell and Clovis from Mable
spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Latham over the weekend were she is a dead shot with a lasso.
Mr. and Mrs. Gerald Hicks of
R. L. Ellegood and Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Latham and children, Anyway, she found a fox in her near Trenton were the weekend
Avery McIntyre and family of Sandra and Tommie, Mr. and chicken house the other day, got guests of Mrs. Hicks' parents,
him and had him Mr. and Mrs. Arthur BirmingFulton.
Mrs. Hadie Latham and Ccrrine, a rope, lassoed
i$:::•&!:0;:?:?.::::1:::4::!:••••••••••••••••••••••••••••K:K:i
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Diggs of Linda and Dorothy Covington of I tied to a post when her husband ham.
came home.
Mr. and Mrs. Bob Hay and son
Steele, Mo., were guests of Mr. East St. Louis.
Mrs. Luther Weaver visited Amos of Lynnville, were Sunday
and Mrs. W. T. Davis.
Era Dell and Clovis Latham
in Mrs. Carl Reed Saturday after- guests of their daughter, Mrs.
Lana Jean Murphy was the ov- spent Saturday
afternoon
noon.
Lillie McRee. Rebecca accomer night guest of her cousin, Ju- Paducah.
(Continued on Page Ten)
panied them home for a few days
dy Brends and Sue Choate Sat$ $$$$
visit.
urday night.
"T" SECTION
*4:$$
Stem
attendBud
and
Mrs.
Mr.
Carrye Lee Etheridge
3
Mr. and Mrs. Edgar Harrison
ROUTE
FULTON
in
a
Martin
ed
dinner
birthday
and family, Mr. and Mrs. MelMrs. W. H. Perry and Emma
Mrs. C. E. Williams, COT.
Sunday honoring Walter Chapvin Harrison and Brenda, Mr. Lee Tarver attended decoration
Mr.
and Mrs. Dave Hicks Mr. and at the city cemetery in 'Hickman
Mr. and Mrs. W. T. Foster and pell, a brother-in-law of
Mrs. Garvin Johnson spent Sun- Sunday.
William Lee and Mr. and Mrs. Stern.
Mrs. Viola DeMyer has been
day at Reelfoot Lake. MtIvin,
Mr. and Mrs. Elmer Liliker Carl Foster and Shelby spent
on the sick list the last few days.
they tell me you have no sense and Judy, Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Sunday at Gilbertsville Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Walof direction when you tuive a Sanders and Tommie Sue and
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Dalton
lace of near Fulton werf. Sunday
sun shade on.
Mr. and Mrs. Mick Sanders and David Hendrix visited N. C.
Mr. and Mrs. Homer Wilburn spent Sunday visiting relatives Dalton and family in Memphis afternoon guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Algie Hay.
last weekend.
and Shirley, Mr. and Mrs. C D. in Barlow, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. William Earl
Mr. and Mrs. Johnie Koontz
Byassee, Mr. and Mrs. Leox MusMr. and Mrs. 011ie Moser and
and son, David and Mrs.,
Long
covalley enjoyed a picnic lunch daughters and their families of Detroit, Mich., are visiting Mr.
at Big Oak Park, Mo., Sunday. spent Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. and Mrs. Alvin Foster and fami- Charles Lowe visited Mrs. Lowes'
mother, Mrs. Lula Adams in Mely.
Saturday evening guests of Mr. Kenneth Herndon and family.
Adair Cannon is getting along tropolis, Ill., Sunday.
and Mrs. Butch McClain were
Miss Jean Williams. Harding
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Matthews and Walker, Miss Carman Dunn, and nicely at this writing.
Ideas go booming through the
Mr. and Mrs. Ural Cupples of
Larry, Mr. and Mrs. Traal John Rice enjoyed supper at
than
louder
cannon.
Memphis spent Tuesday and world
Doughty and children, Jerry and Kentucky Lake Saturday night.
than
Brenda, Ruth Strayhorn, Helen
Mrs. Dorothy Cox entertained Wednesday with Mr. and Mrs. Thoughts are mightier
armies. Principles have achieved
Breeden and Juanita Gambil.
at her home on the Martin C. E. Williams.
Mr. and Mrs. Billie Parrish and more victories than horsemen or
Pricilla Hunt of Route Five highway Saturday night with a
had as her weekend guests, Miss- picnic. Those attending were Mr. and Mrs. Robert Irvan went chariots...W. M. Paxton.
es Virginia Croft and Carolyn Miss P. Davis, Mrs. D. Rich- fishing Sunday.
Teufel of Detroit, Mich.
Mrs. Jesse Riggs is home from
ards, Miss Jean Richards, Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Murphy Harry Richards, Rachel Watts, the hospital but is still a very
and Lana Jean attended a Stanley party at Gilbertsville Saturday afternoon.
Congratulations Mrs. Geneva
Hill of Norfork, Va., on the birth
of a son, May 12. Mrs. Hill is the
former Geneva Planntt and is
the sister of Mrs. Seldon Peeples.
We also congratulate Mr. and
Warm meather duds for men and boys at our famous low
Mrs. Billy Robey on the birth of
cash prices. Multiple store purchases and selling for cash
a son, May 30. Mrs. Robey is
. . . combine to save you money day in and day out!
Come in today and buy the things you need for summer!
the former Aileen Ferguson.
Lynn Robertson, little son of
Mrs. Juanita Robertson is ill of
the measles.'
Mr. and Rob Brockwell of
Union City and granddaughter,
Diane Ross of Texas spent the
for Men and Boys
weekend with Mr. and Mrs. Tillman Cooley and family.
Mrs Pearl Council attended
the State Singing Convention
held at Hickman Sunday.
We would like to send greeting
Men's
to Nell Marie Fry of Akron O.,
Very glad to hear from you, Nell.
Miss Lois Spencer of Martin
was the Sunday guest of Mary
Well made, tough, sanforized
jean shirts in tan or grey.
Double stitched for strength.
styled for comfort. 'No roomy
breast pockets, •plastic buttons.
Sizes 14 to 17. Tan only in
Straw braids and open
sizes 171/2 to 20.
weaves in light and
Boys' sizes.
Si 59
dark shades. Plain and
2
/
12 to 141
fancy bands in brosn.
Boys' sizes.
$1 49
tan, maroon, blue and
.
6 to 11
black. Sizes 63. to 'Mi.
Budget-priced, they're
made for comfort and
style.
Katherine Hale.
Mrs. Ruth Jones and Frances
Lee, Recie Stevens, Richard Cova,y. William Stevens, and
dn
inugnto
s
Sonny visited Gilbertsville Dam

71e4Ad 79:00g

HENRY I. SIEGEL-CITY
Originated

"B" SECTION
Martha Luther
Mr. and Mrs. Morris W;ley and
David Lynn spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Willard Thompson
of Chestnut Glade.
Mr. and Mrs. Leon Davis and
children spent the weekend witn
her sister, Mr. and Mrs. Luby
Wiley near Columbus, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthews
and Nancy were in Union City
Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Will Matthews
and Nancy, Mrs. Lennie Matthews, Lynn Matthews, Mr. and
Mrs. Luke Henry Matthews and
family of Ripley, Tenn., were
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. Lawrence Matthews
and family.
Sunday dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs, J. A. Allen were Mr.
and Mrs. Leonard Allen and Janet, Mr. and Mrs. W. F. Pearcey
and Donny, Mr. and Mrs. C.M.
Sloan and Frances, Mr. and Mrs.
A, Sloan and twins.
Mrs. W. F. Pearcey and Donny
and Mrs J. A. Allen were in
Clinton Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold Crawford
and family of Seatle, Wash., were
Saturday 'nett guests of Mr.
and farnily of Seattle Wash. were
Billy Joe. They left Sunday
night for Chattanooga to visit

Acc
Watt
Fleet
ly

H. J. FRENCH

MATCHED SUITS

A
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Lik
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MATCH-ME SHIRTS

STRAW HATS
$198

MATCH-ME PANTS

HILLER MOTH si

Description:
He looks like a "meany"
and he certainly acts
like one then he deyour
stroys
vvoolens
and furs.

For Destroying
Winter Clothes

1Roy's sizes, 6 to 16 .

Fine Quality Sanforized

COOL SEERSUCER PANTS

Habits:
It's as simple as a telephone call! Just

Ile burrows in dark
closets and nestles in
furs
and
pockets of
woolen
clothing
and
chews ... and chews
and chewal
__

call 130 and have one of O. K.'s drivel's

Reward:

blankets and send them to safety. Scientif-

Reap the reWard
of
good judgement . take
your
fine
yearables
out of dariFer . , put
them in safe ranee . . .
Send theta to OK.

pick up your valuable furs, woolens and

ic storage vaults assure moth-proof, burglar-proof and fire proof protection. Enjoy a carefree summer!

I
ter additionalfares, schedmles and
travel in'orntatsort, visit or phone:

Union Bus Station
4th and Carr

Phone44

Well tailored sanforized Jeans
cloth pants in grey or tan. Deep.
Ilea% y pockets, serged seams.
cuffed bottom. Sizes 29 to 51I
. tan only in 44 to 50.

Try 'eni ... you'll bny 'em! Fine
quality sanforized seersucker pants,
gut on dress pant pattern. Bar tacked
at points of strain, serged seams.
Deep. generous pockets, cuffed bottoms. Grey only. Sizes 29 to 50.
(No extra charge for extra sizes.)

sToustsE
VAULT

OK LAUNDRY
AND SANITONE CLEANERS
PHONE 130

Swell for 1 work or
sports, they're water
repellent, ventilated and correctly sized.
In tan only. Medium
brim. Sizes 6% ta 7%.

An all
for wo
Any y
K01.01
and iil
and w
El", I I
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Accurate
WORKMANSHIP
At Low Cost
Watches, ()locks and Time
Pieces of All Kinds Accurately Repaired at Low Cost by—

ANDREWS
Jewelry Com an

A Complete Service
On ..
Cars-Trucks-Tractors

PERSONALS
Mrs. Harold Owen of Oal:
Ridge, Tenn., and Mrs. Polly Ge
nung of Chicago, are visiting
friends and relatives in Fulton.
Mrs. Paul Hays and children
of Oak Ridge, Tenn., are the
guests of her mother, Mrs. J. J.
Owens in Highlands.
Mrs. George Gourley of Memphis attended the funeral of J.W.
Ilackett in Fulton Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. M. I. Boulton
and their guests Mr. and Mi s.
Everett Russell spent the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. C. F.
Jackson in Nashville, Tenn.

TI123E WOMEN!

By d'Alessio

Veterinary Service
Day or Night

meeting held in Hickman May
5. She read an essay written by
Marian Kearby a graduate of
Clinton school, This essay • on
cancer was selected as a prize
winner by the school. A donation was made to the Cancer Society by the club.
A report on the exhibits of
the 'club was made.
Mrs. -Sams gave the landscaping lesson.
Mrs. Binford welcomed the
new member, Mrs. Harry Fort_ner.
A work meeting to finish the
stools and trays was planned for
June 3. at the school.
After the business session the
hostess served a lovely party
plate and cokes.
The next meeting will be held
with Mrs. Brown in June..

We also have a complete
line of radiators and cores.

Phone 807-R

PERSONALS

Or Call 70

REASONABLE PRICES

Dr. H.W.Connaughton

Fulton Radiator Serv.

Located on Martln•Fulton

Mr. and Mrs. Grady Varden
and son, Gaylon and Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Brady and son, Tommy attended the auto races in
Indianapolis, Ind., Monday.
Dr. and Mrs. Leslie Blakley of
Hopkinsville, Ky., were Sunday
guests of Mr.'and Mrs. K. Homra.
Mrs. Ann Whitnel Hornbeak,
Mrs. R. C. Whitnel, Mrs.. Alice

Jimmy McClendon
Phone 822
Depot St.

Graduate Veterinarian

Highway.
"Isn't it wonderful? Baby's first steps!"

Friendly Service
STANDARD OIL products
ATLAS tires
Greasing — Washing

r

COLEMAN SERV STA
If You Would
Like an estimate
Just call 905.

highway

Phone 68

ARMSTRONG TILE
For Striking Floors
-

Because Linotile is set a block
at a time, almost anv design
is possible. Linotile's rich
harmonious colors, swirl grain
marbellzing, resistance to indentation
make
effective
floors.

MCDADE -FURNITURE CO.

212 CHLRCH ST
PHONE 905

DRIVE-1N CAFE
Owned and Operated
By RAY CLONTS
Bar-B-Q by Leek Woods

PIT BAR-B-Q
ICE COLD DRINKS
SHORT ORDERS
ICE COLD BEER
By the Bottle

By the Case

HOURS: 7:30 A.M. to MIDNIGHT
Depot Street
Phone 9194

MISS BONNIE DEDMON
BECOMES BRIDE OF
HARRY REANIS SUNDAY
In a wedding of beauty and
simplicity Miss Bonnie Dedmon,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. F. S.
Dedmon became the bride of
Harry Reams son of Mr. a7k1
Mrs. Horace Reams, Sunday afternoon at 4 o'clock at the home
af her parents in Forrestdale.
The impressive double ring
cererriony was performed by Rev.
Bob Covington of the Liberty
Baptist Church.
Prnceding the pledging of the
vows Miss Charlene Sandford
sang "I Love Thee" and "Because." Mrs. Charles Reams ac_companied her at the piano,
The marriage was solemnized
before the fireplace which formed an improvised altar. The mantle was covered in ivy with white
glowing candles in candlabra on
either end and centered with
white roses. The lower part of the
altar was banked with floor baskets of white lilies.
The attractive bride who was
given in marriage by •her father
wore a dress of pink chaillbray
and white lace. The feature of
the dress was the heart shaped
neckline of white lace. She wore
a white half hat draped
with
white net veiling and carried a
white Bible topped with white
gardenias.
Mrs. Charles Dixon, sister of
the bride, was marron Of honor.
Her dress was of blue dotted
swiss with which she wore white
accessories and a corsage of
white gardenias.
Charles Reams, brother of the
groom, served as best man.
The bride's mother wore
a
model of grey chambray with
white accessories and a corsage
of red roses.
Mrs. Reams, the groom's mother, wore a model of natural
chambray with green accessories and a corsage of white roses.
Following the wedding a reception was held. The bride's
table was overlaid with a lace
cloth with a center arrangement
of white roses and a tiered wedding cake topped with a minature bride and groom.
Mrs. Dixon served punch Mid
Miss Vada Bell Ward served the
cake. Miss Ward wore an attractive floral print dress.
Following the reception the
couple left for an unannounced
wedding trip.
For traveling Mrs Reams wore

WE MAKE
YOUR
OLD RADIO
SING
LIKE NEW

PHONE 926

ELIZABETH WITTY, Editor,

C Let us clean your radiator witt,
our NEW, amazing process.

Dukedom

The Woman's Page
a pink sharkskin suit v;ith white
accessories and a .corsage of white
gardenias.

TIIURSDAY CLUB
51EETS AT HOME
OF MRS. LUTHER
Mrs. Monroe Luther was hostess to the Thursday afternoon
bridge club at her home on I
Low-Cost
Cedar street.
Radio Repairs
There were three guests, Mrs.
A. B. Roberts, Mrs. Don Hill and
You will be pleased to learn
Mrs. Frank Brady, included with
how economically we can
the members to form two tables make your old radio perform
like new. We will diagnose
of contract.
Mrs. E. L. Cooke was high the trouble . . . give you an
scorer for the members and Mrs. estimate of the cost in advance . . .and do the work
Roberts for the guests.
promptly and expertly
At the close of the games the
Phone 401.
hostess served a lovely salad
plate.
Members playing were Mesdames Cooke, Grady Varden,
Frank Wiggins and Robert Bur-

Newson and Fred Whitnel have '
retained from a visit to NIr. and
Mrs. Edwin Whitnel in Indian
Rock, Fla.
Miss Kathrine Homra and Miss
Ann Penny of Louisville were ,
weekend guests of her parents,i
Mr. and Mrs. K. Homra and family.
Mrs. Sam Hamra and chjldren
have returned to their home in
Steele, Mo., after visit to Mr. I
and Mrs. Foad Homra and other
relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Russell
of San Benito, Tex., are the
guests of his sister, Mrs. M. I.
Boulton and Mr. Boulton.
Mrs. Clara Caldwell has returned from a visit to her sis-

MRS. N1ORGAN OMAR
HOSTESS TO CLUB
THURSDAY EVENING
Mrs. Morgan Omar enterta
.
ined
the members of the Thursday evening bridge club at her home on
Pearl street.
_
Mrs. Jack Snow and Mrs. Vyron Mitchell were guests to the
club.
At the conclusions of the
games of contract Mrs. Jack
Snow was awarded high score
prize and Mrs. Joe Treas received second high.
The hostess served a delightful
sandwich plate and cokes.
Members playing were Mrs.
Treas., Mrs. J. A. Poe,
Mrs.
Thomas Mahan, Mrs. Clyde Hill,
Mrs. Clyde Williams, Jr.,
and
Miss Ann Godfrey.
CRUTCHFIELD
HOMEMAKERS
ENJOY MEET
Mrs. S. A. Waggoner entertained the Crutchfield Homemakers at her home May 24. There
were 11 members, two visitors
and the agent present.
Mrs. Gerald Binford gave a report on the meeting of the Advisory Council which outlined
next year's work. Home furnishings will be the major lesson
next year. So much interest has
been created along this line in
this years work. Style trends,
crafts and cooking will also be
studied.
The nominating Committee Vas
appointed and the election of officers will be held at the next
meeting.
Mrs. John McClanahan gave a
most interesting talk on cancer
and also reported on the health

And Tire Company
205 Commercial Ave-

Ruth Terry in MarsMrs. Moiray Ikea.sad
rnphis we,(- it-edkenci
P,Irs. •Eal 1 Boaz.

Fai.,..banks-Morse
"A Nam.• corn' Reniember:

Water Systems
O WATER SOFTENER",
• WELL DRILLING
• WELL REPAIRING

H. E. GRIGGS
Phone 1199-R—Fultou layraSS
Union City, Tenn_

WHEN PRICES

ARE HIGHEST?
Good, BIG eggs in the fall and wank
winter are worth TWICE AS MUCH eas
eggs in late winter cmd spring. Purina
Research tests show that Purina Groveena raised birds 1 pound heavier sre
laying time than pullets on a poor worebag feed. And the BIG pullets laid IMP
More big eggs!

Grow Your Pullets
on NEW PURINA

GROWENA CHECKER-ETTS
We Have a Full Line of

SOY BEANS AND SEED CORN
especially adapted for thEs area, including
EARLY S-100, OGDEN, ARKSOY,
VIRGINIA BROWN BEANS
FUNK'S "G" Hybrid, PFISTER hybrid, Ky.. 311Egr
U. S. 13. and OPEN POLLINATED seed orilmn

REED BROS. FEEDS & SEEDS

CITY ELECTRIC

POW.

ter, Miss
phis.
Mr. and
of
guests of

409 COLLEGE ST.
Custom Seed Cleaning

PHONE 620
Custom Grinding and brixiteag

JUNE IS

A1/11WAIN
— help BOOST it!
Your cooperation in vsing Dairy Products, in selling
Dairy Products, in producing more and finer Doiry
Products pays Foal benefits to yourself ond to
butors, producers —
Kentucky. Consu'rners, d
togethor con make June and every month a greater
Dairy milestone in the progr•ss of Kentucky's welfare.

•••• health
Longer, stronger life and vigor
— with o pint of rnilk a day
quart a day for
for adults,
children!

...value
More vital nutrition elements
in milk thon any other food
— ond ot lowest penny coal

USE

An oll purpose enamel that Is a boar
for weed Um for interiors, amteriorsi
Any paintabl• surfac• will tok• f•
KOLOR BRITE ond take on new sparkle
and life. Fourteen gay colors and black
and white. Cleans with soap and water.
Elect'tionally long wearing-

KOLOR
MUTE

On• of the two biggest
Kentucky l•rei incom•
sources—enriching an Kitn•

Why It COSTS YOU LESS

lint
PHOS HATE
PYA peyleffonfe

Exchange Furnitu_Fe Company
207 ( III It(

STREET

KENTUCKY'S

...incorne

MARTIN-SENOUR

DRINK FULTON PURE MIK
In The Sanitary, Leakproof, Transparent, Thrifty

by g"'"'"g P'""ca•
mad* en Iff •••

Fulton, Ky

PHONE 35
sr who tot THOMSON PHOSPHATI CO.
407 S. Dearlfern, Chleage, IN.

DAIRY INDUSTRY

hicky's wet-towel

FOUR LEAF Pow•
dered Rock Phos•
phew is the natural.
non•acid phosphate
that costs less per
phosphate unit, and
stays in the soil in us.
able form until used

Charles T. Cannon
Route 5,

HALF BILLION DOLLAR

PURE
MILK CO.

ciau&A'
, PASTEURIZED
'HOtIOGENIZED

m

GLASS BOTTLE
Glass is your guarantee of fine quality, top flavor,full MMUS& C

FULTON PURE MILK COMPANY
PHONE 813-3

FULTON, KY.
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SIEGEL NEWS
(Continued from Page Eight)

NOW IS THE TIME
TO PLANT

MARY NELL'i'AGE
Mrs. Terrell Hamilton and son
of Mayfield visited Mrs. Edith
Nall and Helen a feW days last
week.
•Early Beans
Rex Huddle spent Saturday
night with his father, J. E. Hud1//Peas
dle in Farmington, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Cathey, Mr.
and Airs. Darrell Wray and
•
Sudan Grass
family-, Mr. and Mrs. Dee Pickins
and family and Mr. and Mrs.
Porter Cathey and family spent
We have plenty of
Sunday at Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Alexander
HYBRID SEED CORN spent
the weekend with the
former's father, Mr. L. D. Alexander in Cayce.
V& are prepared to take care
Miss Helen Nall spent Tuesday
of your
night of last week with Mary'
Nell Page.
SEED CLEANING
Mr. and Mrs. Billy Lowe had
as their guests for the weekend,
Mr. and Mrs. Kelly Jenkins of
Detroit, Mich., Mr. and Mrs.
Jenkins are the parents of Mrs.
Groceries — Feeds — Seeds
Lowe.
Mr. and Mrs. Alton Jeffress
4110I IL 'State Line Phones 602-03
and Patricia and Gurthrie Jere
fress spent Sunday with Mr. and

A C.-BUTTS & SONS

1•1=111111

Mrs. E. C. Hawkins and Mary
Nell Page.
Mr. and Mrs. Sercie Stubblefield and family of Detroit, Mich.
spent Sunday night with Mr. and
Airs. E. C. Hawkins.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Johnson
and son of Alton, Ill., spent the
weekend visiting relatives here
and in Pilot Oak. They spent
Sunday afternoon and night with
Mr. and Mrs. Barney Yates.
Steele,
Marie
Billy Yates,
James Robey and Marjorie Whitlock spent the week end in Alton, Ill., and St. Louis, Mo.
Helen Nall and Aubrey Taylor
visited Mary Nell Page and daughter Sunday afternoon.
Saturday was Freddie Roberts
,last day at Siegel City. His leaving brings back a former employee to the cutting floor. Welcome
back Hershel Matheny.
Lois Taylor was absent from
work Tuesday.

WEST STATE LINE

Mrs. Edgar Griss-oin. Cor.
The black topping of the Midas
dle Road is well Kulerwaymost of the oil has been poured
from the Cayce and Union City
Highway' to Riceville.
Jimmy and Tommie Jai- kson
of Clinton spent the weekend
with their mother, Mrs. Bennie
Covington and Mr. Covington.
Born at Jones Clinic on Ma./
24 to Mr. and Mrs. R. Sutton was
a ten pound son, Steven Lee.
Both mother and baby are doing
nicely.
Mrs. Hazle Yates and two sons
of near Fulton spent Thursday
v.nth Mrs. Ellis Phillips and
children.
Mrs. Jewell Pugh and Sue and
her father and mother spent Friday evening with Mr. and Mrs.
Vance Hicks.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Covington
and her mother, Mrs. Bell spent
Wednesday afternoon
awhile
Helen Nall and mother were in with Mrs Edgar Grissom.
Union City shopping Saturday
Rev. arid Mrs. Earl Baird left
afternoon.
Friday morning for Akron, O.,
Wonder how Duncan Alexan- for a weeks vacation.
der is enjoying farm life. He has
Little Bobby Pugh spent the
gone back to the farm for two past week with his aunt and unweeks.
cle, Mr. and Mrs. Wallace Pugh
and Sue and Wallace Edward.
Phone 470 for Job Printing.
Bobby lives in Mayfield and is
often heard over WNGO Children's Hour each Saturday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Vance Hicks and
children, Willis and Edna and
JOy Taylor spent Sunday with
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Hicks and
little Steve Edwin of Clinton,
Edna and Joy remained for the
rest of the week.
Quite a few farmers are busy
cutting and baling hay because
of the army worms a lot quicker
than they meant to.
Charles and Robert Sisson
spent Saturday afternoon in Fulton with their uncle and aunt,
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar Fortner who
are here from Detroit for
a
visit.
Georgia May Edington returned home this past week after a I
visit with her sister, Mrs. Bill
Harvest more clean, undarri, Panal and family of Harris.
I
aged grain ... slice harvesting
Due to the absence of Rev
cost• to a minimum with deBaird at the State Line Mission.
pendable John Deere No. 12-A
Rev. 'Henderson preached on
Straight-Through Combine.
Saturday evening. Sunday afterYou'll appreciat• its excelcombineablis
all
lent work in
noon Bro. Ardell Simpson .of
crops ... its simple,full-width, Cayce brought a fine message.
straight-through construcSpecial
singing was by Mr. and
tion ... its ease of operation
Mrs. Howard Sloan of Cayce.
.. . it• light weight and low
Mr.
and
Mrs. Edgar Grissom
.
its
power requirements . .
lasting strength for field de- spent a while Sunday morning
pendability . . . and many
with Mr. and Mrs. Raymond Sutfeatures which offer you maxi. ton and young son, Steven Lee
mum satisfaction throughout
who returned home from the
its long life. See us soon.
hospital Saturday afternoon.
Mrs. Josie Hicks is spending
t.his week with her son and grand
son, Andre wand Bobby J. Hicks
207 E. 4th
Phone 169
of the Morris Farm.
FULTON
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Phillips
attended the homecoming at Lia,tooc
.
JOHN DEERE Quad*7
berty Sunday.
,reeseraof,d"...5;revele
Patsy Boaz had the misfortune
while playing of falling and

HARVEST
MORE BUSHELS
PER ACRE

aea ,,eyeez

A-zieze afrd./

CROSS HOT WEATHER
WASHDAYS OFF YOUR LIST
While you are enjoying some healthful fun in
the sun—we'll get your clothes sparkling fresh
and color bright. Our scientific service gets
clothes cleaner—our sure, safe methods are
easy on fabrics. Call 14 for our laundry service, today.

PARISIAN
Laundry & Dry:Cleaners

WILLIAMS HDWE.

4

Friday, June 3, 1949

causing all her upper teeth to
cut her upper lip clear through.
It was very painful but she is
doing nicely at this writing.
Air. and Mrs. Henry Hicks of
the Morgan Davidson farm moved Friday to the Finch house in
Riceville.

AUSTIN SPRINGS

past week.
Several from this section and
Good Springs C. P. Church attended the funeral and burial of
Mr. Brock, Mayfield, who died
suddenly in the early hours
Monday. Mr. Brock is the futher
of Mrs. Hillman Westbrook and
profound sympathy is extended
to the entire family.
Mrs. Clarence Berryman remains about the same from a
lame limb, due to some complications that she suffered some
time ago. She is confined to
her bed.
The home of Mr. and Mrs. Lon
Byars is getting a new coat of,
paint now, since the interior 'was
decorated several weeks go.
Mrs. F. A. McClain left for
De4roit, Tuesday in company
with children, Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
McClain for a few weeks visit
as house guests of her children.
Mrs. Sadie Morris has returned to her home in Detroit after
a visit here among relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. BillDoyle of Union City have returned from several weeks in Hot Springs, Ark.
and visited Mr. and Mrs. Buton
Lassiter the past Sunday.

Mrs. Carey Frields, Cor.
Mrs. Buton Lassiter was re!'
moved to her home near here
Sunday after treatment this past
week in Haws Hospital for'
pneumonia that developed two
weeks ago. Every good wish is
extended for a soon complete recovery.
Mr. and Mrs. Franklin Nelson
of Jackson. Tenn., and Mr. and
Mrs. Herbert Nelson and Hillion Nelson of Detroit, were here
for the funeral and burial of
their uncle, George Nelson who
passed away in Jones Clinic the
past week.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. Jones
set up house keeping this past
week on the Merchie Vincent
farm. The Jones family lost their
home by fire a month ago and
Fred sustained some rather severe burns from which he has
WATER VAI.LEY
about fully recovered.
Mrs. V. M. Arnett, Cor.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum
were Sunday visitors of their reMrs. B. L. Campbell left for
lations, Mr. and Mrs. Richard Detroit, Mich., last Friday
to
Tuck near Dresden.
visit her son, Lowell Campbell
Little Bobbie Rickman is do- and family
ing nicely after an attack of tonMr. and Mrs. Robert Mobley
silitis and pneumonia requiring I have returned to their home tn
treatment at Haws Hospital this Denver, Colo., after visiting his

parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H.
Mobley. Mrs. Mobley is an English y.'ar bride and plans to
make a return visit to England
soon after their return to Denver.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Bard are enjoying a vacation in Florida.
Mrs. Lula Latta has returned
to her home in St. Louis after
visiting Mr. and Mrs. Roy Latta,
Mr. and Mrs. Gilson Latta and
other relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Curtis Yates of
Detroit have been visiting Mr.
and Mrs. Will Yates and other
relatives.
Bobbie Sam Copeland entertained a number of friends with
aLweiner roast arCamp Beauregarde Friday evening, honoring
Anne Latta on her birthday.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Arnett
and Sandra visited Mrs. Lillie
Gordon and Robert at Fulton
Sunday afternoon.
Fourteen tractors and equipment made short work of planting a field of corn for Adair Cannon who is quite ill following a
heart attack over a week ago.
LAMB POOL JUNE 7
The Fulton County Co-Operative announces that their second
Lamb Pool of the year will be
on Tuesday, June 7.
The pool will be at the W. B.
Davis and Son stock yards in
South Fulton.
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RAYON CORD
REINFORCED for

•FLEXIBILITY
•LIGHTNESS
•STRENGTH

MAKE BELIEVE
BALL ROOM

nostrietion at

Added Cartoon

couplings

SUNDAY - MONDAY
Sometimes tendis
sometimes sleodiair...
always compares:
'

-
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Every foot of Goodyear garden hos* la guaranteed against defects in workmanship or materials for the tial We et the bine.

59UTHERN STATES FULTON CO-OP
402. MAIN ST.
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PHONE 399
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Comedy and Fox News

mth JANE WYATT
A Nat NM Production

GULFTONES all-wool, air cooled
wrinkle-resistant fabrics ... $37.50
MOHARAS . . . Tailored for long
wear and coolness
$13.50

1
1
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1
I
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FRIDAY - SATURDAY
CHARLES STARRETT
SMILEY BURNETT
in

MERITONES ... 100% spun rayon
. . . . the coolest summer 'suit you
$32.50
can wear
_

BLAZING ACROSS
PECOS

Sonaiit gbtawd.

Odd Nada

Panarnas in mesh .
weaves and solids.

Delightfully cool, 100%
spun rayons in solid colors, stripes and plaids.

anei DISNEY
to $10
STETSON
$7.50

Comedv and Serial
SUNDAY - MONDAY
BETTY GRABI.E
DAN DAILEY
in

WHEN MY BABY
SMILES AT ME

$7.50 to $10
'

Comedy and Cartoon
TUE. - WED. - THURS.

FROMXLI

Double Feature
STEVE BRODIE
MYRNA DELL
in
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